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Cruising Scenes

Grand Island Sunset.
Taken by our own Al Cavasin

out the Starboard side of his boat...
What's out your window?

See Al's feature on Munising in this issue!
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This magazine is dedicated to all Great Lakes boaters,
both Power and Sail, who share their need to explore and

their thrill of discovery as a common bond.  We call this bond,
The Cruising Spirit.
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Navigator�s Note:  Throughout the editorial and advertisement contents of this magazine, positions may be referenced by Latitude and
Longitude or navigational bearing.  These references are given for your convenience to help you locate a position on your chart.  They are not
intended to replace nor be used instead of your own plotting or navigational computations.  We encourage you to chart your own course and
follow your own headings as mathematical and typographical errors can occur.  Remember, any time you venture more than an arm�s reach
from shore, you are out of your natural element, and do so at your own risk.

On The Cover:  This could only be the famed, Grand Island Lighthouse and that means, this must be Munising!
Read a full feature story on Munising by Al Cavasin in this issue.
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A Change Of Seasons�
    ere it is, September already with only a short time left before the boat is up on blocks for the winter.  This change

of the seasons always brings about a change in life-style for every boater in the Great Lakes but I�d like to take this
opportunity to suggest a little change from the �usual change.�  You long-time readers will have to bear with me as I
share this thought with the thousands of new readers who have joined us this year, but perhaps you can consider it a
refresher course.

This magazine has always been dedicated to the preservation of the Great Lakes.  That doesn�t always mean
ecological or historical restoration projects.  It can also mean the preservation of a museum, a Main Street or a
community through the tourist dollars you bring their way.  But who said Great Lakes tourist dollars could only be spent
in the summer time?  I�d like to introduce you to an idea we came up with a number of years ago: �Winter Cruising.�

Now, this doesn�t mean survival suits and ice-breaking.  To be a Winter Cruiser, you take the same luggage you
used last summer (sans the shorts and sun block), throw it in the trunk of the Land Yacht (the one you keep parked next
to the house) and you travel that way� maybe� one weekend a month.

If you�ve never cruised by Land Yacht, you�re in for some interesting changes.  If you�re a sailor, you will be amazed
at how fast these Land Yachts can travel.  Some do 50� even 60 miles an hour!  And if you�re a powerboater, you will
be thrilled with the fuel economy over your regular boat.  In fact, you could probably save enough on fuel alone to pay
for a lovely bed and breakfast for the weekend.  And, if you haven�t figured it out yet, there�s probably a certain member
of your crew who�d love to go with you!

But where?  Anywhere!  You know all those little harbor towns you discovered on the boat last summer?  You�d
be surprised how many of them are right there in the same spot all winter long� and lots of them are open, too!  You
can use a weekend Land Yacht adventure to visit some harbor you�ve always wanted to see, but could never get enough
time to go there by boat.  Or maybe it�s a harbor you�d like to put on the list for next summer but you want to �check
it out� first.  No matter where you are in the Great Lakes, you are only hours away from any other destination by Land
Yacht.

But why?  This is the easy part!  Because it�s there!  In the Great Lakes, we are blessed with four, distinct and
wonderful seasons, each changing the beauty and the experience of the Lakes.  If you�ve never walked down a northern
lakes bike trail on a golden, autumn day, or watched a winter storm roll in off the water as you sip hot cocoa in a rustic
inn, you�re missing half the fun!  Think of it this way, the crowds are gone, there won�t be lines at the best restaurants,
biggest boutiques or the busiest museums.  You�ll be able to see things and do things you didn�t get to do when you were
stranded in the marina!

Now, here�s another thought.  There are things you can only do in these towns in the off season, such as, the famed
Christmas Parade in Port Washington (they only do it in early December and that�s it for the year!), the skiing and
snowmobiling of the UP, The Victorian holiday shopping experience of Port Hope, Ontario, the fall Pioneer Festivals
and �getting ready for winter� demonstrations at Dearborn�s Greenfield Village and Bobcaygeon�s Kawartha Settlers
Village (among other places).  In fact, by the time you read this, Chris and I will be off on our own first Land Yacht
Cruise of the season, ghost hunting in Niagara-On-The-Lake�s Angel Inn and Fort Ontario for next month�s issue, while
others explore the Lightstation museum� and ghosts, at Seul Choix.  And of course, along the way, there will be
antiques to buy, historic sites to visit and the unique and unusual to see.  (Wanna see John Dillinger�s personal tommy
gun?  It�s on display in the Racine, Wisconsin
Police Station!)

The point is, there�s an awful lot out there
for you to see and discover while the boat is up
on blocks.  All you have to do is get up off the
sofa, cruise through your Back Issue CDs�
and then �just pack up and go!�  We�ll leave
the cocoa out for you�

Bruce Jenvey
Publishing Editor

H
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Operation: Refreshments,
Comes Home!

You�ll remember last winter and spring, our involvement with
Operation: Refreshments, a grass roots program that brought
scores of pre-packaged snacks and
refreshments to our troops in the Ku-
waiti Desert.  Specifically, you ad-
dressed these packages to Sergeant
Billy Jones of the Desert Rogues/U.S.
3rd Army.  Well, we thought you�d
like to meet him.  Yes, there really is
a Billy Jones and after racing across
Iraq, tank rides through Baghdad and
a couple of phone calls home courtesy
of the TV networks, our favorite ser-
geant is home too!  Here he is pictured
in his SE Michigan home where he
was recently on leave before moving
on to a state-side assignment.

Sergeant Jones wanted us to ex-
tend the heartfelt thanks of everyone
in his unit who enjoyed the Kool-Aid,
snacks and words of support you passed along in those very
important packages.  �You�d never think a little taste of home
could mean so much.�  To all of you who sent something� we�d
like to thank you, too!

Remember, if you�re a �Blue Star� family (with a member on
Active Duty in the military), send us a picture and a little info and
you can see them right here in Mailboat.

OMF Ontario Gets Her Masts!
 

The Port of Oswego Authority crane was poised at 10AM on
July 13th, 2003, to set another milestone in the construction of the
schooner OMF Ontario.  With a host of volunteers on hand they

began lifting the assembled masts (lowers & tops) of the OMF
Ontario, and setting them in place.  By mid-afternoon the standing
rigging stood tall with the ship taking on her true character as a tall
ship.  Over the ensuing weeks additional shrouds and stays have
been put into place.

The remainder of the 2003 construction season will be devoted
to fitting booms and gaffs, and general below deck work.  The
mahogany-finished helm station featuring a five-foot, 100-year-
old restored ship�s wheel was completed earlier this season.

Efforts have already begun on the next major stage of
construction which is to raise sufficient funds to purchase the
sails, and running rigging.  As with all phases of this project,
construction proceeds as finances permit.  The ultimate goal is to
complete the schooner with no outstanding bills.  She will in fact,
belong to those who lovingly built her.

You long time readers will remember that the Ontario Mari-
time Foundation was the very first recipient of the Kaplan Award
in the spring of 1995.  If you have some time or money you�d like
to donate to this fine, 501c3 organization, please contact the
Oswego Maritime Foundation at 41 Lakes Street, Oswego, NY
13126 or call them at 315-342-5753 (www.oswegomaritime.org).

Are You A Navigator?
Prove It!

Armchair Navigators can win a Star Clipper Cruise entering
the Weems & Plath �Adventure In Navigation� Contest, Co-
Sponsored by Boat/U.S. It�s all part of W&P�s historic, 75th
Anniversary celebration.

Armchair navigators�as well as around the world adventur-
ers�can win a grand prize cruise for two aboard a famed Star
Clipper mega-yacht by entering online, the Weems & Plath 75th
Anniversary Contest �Adventure in Navigation,� co-sponsored by
Boat/U.S. To enter, log onto www.weems-plath.com or
www.BoatUS.com. Starting September 15, the contest will run 75
days�in commemoration of the founding of Weems & Plath
three-quarters of a century ago by �The Grand Ole Man of
Navigation,� Captain Philip Van Horn Weems (USNR). Six
second-place prizes include Weems & Plath Limited Anniversary
Edition brass ship�s bell clocks or barometers and third-place
prizes include 75 forged brass chart weights, and 75 two-year
memberships to Boat/U.S.

Contestants start by registering at www.BoatUS.com or
www.weems-plath.com. Each Tuesday during the contest period,

(Continued on Page 8)

Sgt. Billy Jones

The OMF Ontario...
Masted!

OMF Ontario's 5-foot, 100-year-old wheel in place at the helm.
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 six questions will be posted
online for a total of 54 multiple
choice or true/false questions
about famous explorers, navi-
gation methods, the storied his-
tory of Captain Weems/ and
Weems & Plath products. The
contestant with the most points
by the end of November wins.
Winners will be notified by De-
cember 15.

�2003 is a landmark year
for Weems & Plath,� said Peter
Trogdon, Weems & Plath Presi-
dent. �Captain Weems founded
this company with the sole pur-
pose of improving sea and air
navigation methods and safety.
He committed much of his life
simplifying techniques and de-
veloping newer, more accurate
time saving inventions. Whether
you have traveled across the lake,
sea or skies, chances are you
have benefited from his contributions to navigation. We�d like to
honor this man and the important role he played in the advance-
ment of modern navigation.�

In the early 1930s Captain Weems was widely credited with
vastly improving navigational techniques, which were, in essence,
unchanged since the early 1800s. His developments greatly simpli-
fied shipboard navigation and especially celestial aviation naviga-
tion. He taught navigation to Charles A. Lindbergh, flew to the

North Pole long before it be-
came routine, was an accom-
plished scuba-diver that ex-
plored the treasures of Port
Royal, Jamaica, and came out
of retirement to help develop a
system for space navigation.
He�s also a recipient of the gold
John Oliver la Gorce Medal by
the National Geographic Soci-
ety for his life�s work in air, sea
and space navigation. Weems
died in 1979 at the age of 90.
Today, Weems and Plath is a
manufacturer of fine nautical
instruments in Annapolis,
Maryland. For more informa-
tion, visit www.weems-
plath.com or call 800-638-0428.

Boat/U.S. - Boat Owners As-
sociation of The United States -
is the nation�s leading advocate
for recreational boaters and pro-
vides its 540,000 members with

a wide array of consumer services. For membership information
visit www.BoatUS.com or call 800-395-2628.

For a complete list of �Adventure in Navigation� contest rules,
visit www.BoatUS.com or www.weems-plath.com.
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   eople tend to hold special those significant �firsts� in their
lives� their first car, first boat, first baseball game.  One such
event for me years ago was my first island destination as a boater.
Arriving someplace that could not be reached by car.  It was
special.  A get-away place out in the lake disconnected from the
busy routine of daily life.  A place I could boat to, no, Cruise to,
while adding a new dimension to boating.  That place was Kelleys
Island, my first island.

Located just over 3 miles north of the Marblehead Peninsula
it�s an easy run from my homeport in Sandusky Bay.  Because the
island is served by a number of ferry lines, it�s a popular day trip
for families not into boating.
Whether you come by ferry or
cruiser, bring plenty of film
because the natural treasures
and beauty of the island are
something you will want to re-
member in pictures.

A little history will explain
the name of the island and its
spelling.  The first settler to
arrive was a Frenchman named
Cunningham who built the first
house here in 1810 and aptly
named the place Cunningham�s
Island.  In 1833, two Cleveland
brothers, Datus and Irad Kelley
began purchasing land on the
island and by 1840 owned the
entire 2,800 acre island.  The
Kelleys changed the name to
Kelleys Island.  Note that the
name is plural, not possessive� no apostrophe.  Early industry
included lumber and shipbuilding but soon winemaking was
begun when it was discovered that the limestone-rich soil com-
bined with the tempered Lake Erie climate were ideal for the

growing of grapes.  The Kelleys Island Wine Company was begun
in 1866 and was just one of over 25 cellars to be built over the next
few years.  This firm has been reestablished on the island in a new
location but the ruins of the original structure still stand.  By the
late 1800s, the quarrying of limestone became another major
industry.  Limestone blocks were shipped from the island on
barges, schooners, and steamers to builders in New York, Chicago,
and everywhere in between.  This industry continues today.  In fact,
anyone trying to dig a trench or a hole on the island will hit solid
rock just a few inches below the topsoil.  Hence the nickname, �The
Rock.�

Making Your
Approach

Now that we know how
Kelleys Island got its name, how
it�s spelled, and why it�s called,
�The Rock,� let�s get there!   You
should have no difficulty locat-
ing Kelleys Island.  It�s the larg-
est American island in Lake Erie
and sits 34 miles from the De-
troit River Light on a course of
approximately 150º, 34 miles
from the Toledo Harbor Light at
117º, and 52 miles from Cleve-
land Harbor Light at 285º.  Best
of all, it�s only a short 25 mile
run from my dock in Sandusky
Bay aboard Gael Force.  With
the exception of Kelleys Island

Shoal just 1.7 miles northeast of the island marked by green lighted
buoy #1 (G �1� Fl G 4s) at L41º38.7�N, Lo082º37.9�W and nearby
green can #3, there are no problems approaching from any
direction.

P

The Casino Marina with Gael Force docked in the middle
and flying Old Glory on the 4th of July.

Photo by Scott McKelvey

Kelleys
Island
Do It All On The Rock!
by George Harizal
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For the non-boaters, a number of ferries serve Kelleys Island.
The Kelleys Island Ferry Boat Line (419-798-9763) is the only
auto and passenger ferry service and runs hourly, every day, April
through November between Marblehead and the island.  During
the summer it runs every ½ hour.  The Island Rocket (800-854-
8121) passenger ferry is the fastest way to get to the island.  It runs
from downtown Sandusky to the Casino Marina at the foot of
Division Street in the center of the business district on Kelleys.
The Boardwalk Water Taxi (419-285-6183) runs from downtown
Put-In-Bay on nearby South Bass Island to Kelleys Island.  A very
popular ferry to the island is the Goodtime, which runs from the
Jackson Street Pier to the Casino dock.  The trip itself is a floating
party on the Goodtime, which features a bar, snacks, and dancing.
Those wishing to fly in can land at Kelleys Island Airport (419-
746-2535) located on the east side of the island.

Places To Stay
All marinas are located on the south side of the island.  See

Page 27 of the current Richardson�s for the detailed harbor chart.
While this chart is outdated, it is still a good location reference.
The Casino Marina (419-746-2773) is at L41º35.560�N,

Lo082º42.680�W.  This marina is located at the foot of Division
Street right at the main intersection of the town putting you in the
middle of all the activity.  Transient overnight or daytime dockage
is available on 30-foot floating docks or along the wall.  There is
limited 30A and some 20A electrical service here but not enough
outlets to serve every dock.  If docked at the end of a finger away
from the east wall, you may need to run two 50-foot lengths of cord
to reach an outlet.  Restrooms are available during the lounge�s
business hours, which extend until well after midnight.  This
marina is a favorite for offshore powerboats, which are given
preferred dockage at the front of the marine next to the lounge.  It
can get tight in here especially during holiday and festival week-
ends.  On any of these days, you can expect to find Gael Force tied
up here with me enjoying a cold one on board or at the bar
overlooking the marina.

The newest marina on Kelleys Island is Portside Marina &
Gifts (419-746-2668).  They monitor VHF Channel 68.  This
marina has become a popular destination for cruising clubs and
yacht clubs due to its size, location, cleanliness, and amenities.  It
also has a great location right in the heart of town.  Because of this,
it fills up fast and reservations are recommended.   Just reopened

this past May after a multi-million dollar upgrade, Portside offers
modern aluminum floating docks, with both water and 30A service
at the docks.  The larger docks have 50-amp service available.
There is 6-14 feet of water here for power and sailboats over 100-
feet in length.  This is a welcome addition to boaters because it
opens up 75 new transient docks on the island.  Clean new
restrooms and showers are provided and the gift shop will probably
be your first stop for shopping.   Owners Doug, Doug, and Candy
have put a lot of time, effort, and money into making this a first
class marina and it shows.  Southeast seas can send some surges
into Portside but at press time, workers were beginning construc-
tion of an additional 100-foot east breakwall to further protect the
marina. Log on to www.portsideki.com for info and photos of this
marina.

Less than ¼ mile east of the Casino is Unique Marker Yacht
Club.  (419-746-2779).  Call in on VHF Channel 8. They offer
transient dockage with 30 amp service, water, restrooms, showers,
soft drinks, and ice.  There is 8-9 feet of water here and rafting is
required.  From this marina, you have an excellent view of one of
the island�s oldest attractions, Inscription Rock located under the
specially constructed shelter right on the shore north of the marina.
This large flat limestone rock is called a petroglyph and is covered

The newly enlarged and improved Portside Marina has modern docks
and facilities with plenty of room for cookouts and other fun.

Photo by George Harizal

The West Bay Inn on the west side of the island serves a great menu
and offers courtesy dockage to their guests.

Photo by George Harizal

The main building at Seaway Marina, the largest marina on the
island and the only place on the island with a fuel dock.

Photo by George Harizal
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5260 Liberty Ave. � Vermilion, OH  44089
Ph. 440-967-0260 � Fax 440-967-0297

E-mail: sail@freeman-eckley.com � Web Address: www.freeman-eckley.com

21' 1985 Cobalt .......................................... $6,900
23' 1984 Marathon..................................... $6,800
25' 1998 Sportcraft ................................. $27,900
27' 1992 Tiara .......................................... $54,900
28' 2000 Bayliner ..................................... $55,900
29' 1998 Searay ....................................... $64,900
32' 1987 Carver ...................................... $56,900
32' 1999 Regal ........................................ $104,900
34' 2001 Mainship ................................. $164,900

35' 2001 Maxum .................................... $159,900
35' 1998 Mainship ................................. $189,900
37' 1995 Carver .................................... $144,900
38' 2002 Regal ........................................ $219,900
40' 1978 Wittholz ................................. $139,000
41' 1990 Marinette ............................... $129,900
42' 1989 Carver .................................... $169,000
43' 1991 Bayliner ................................... $133,900
45' 1997 Independence ........................ $595,000

Mainship Trawlers 2003
Take The Time...

430
TRAWLER

PILOT 30-2

400  TRAWLER

PILOT 34 Rum Runner
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with ancient Indian pictographs and hieroglyphics, one of the best
examples of aboriginal art in the Great Lakes.  Nobody is sure what
the drawings mean but one theory is that the rock was used as a
message stone where traveling Indians would leave pictures noting
that they had been there, how the hunting or fishing had been and/
or where they were headed next.   While the shelter does protect the
rock from the elements, it did not keep sightseers from climbing on
to the rock with hammers and chisels to deface the historical
etchings or to add their own.  In the 1850s the U.S. government
ordered a detailed sketch made of the drawings on the rock.  A copy
of this is displayed at the shelter.  If it were not for this sketch of
the ancient symbols, they would have been lost to ravages of
weather and vandals.

The largest marina on the island is Seaway Marina (419-746-
2506).  The entrance is less than 1,000 feet southeast of Unique
Marker.  They can be reached on VHF Channel 16.  Rafting is
required along two walls for transients.  Services include 30 and 50
amp power, water, pumpout, restrooms, showers, and a conve-
nience store selling ice, snacks, beverages and limited marine
supplies.  Their fuel dock, both gas and diesel, is also the only
source of fuel on the island.  Golf carts can be rented here to get into

town, which is about a ½ mile west.  Seaway Marina is the island
connection for the Kelleys Island Ferry Boat Line.

Crafts Lakeview Lane (419-746-2254) has a small marina
with a limited number of transient docks about ¼ mile west of
downtown.  They can handle powerboats up to 28 feet.

Cruisers wishing to anchor out will find a beautiful anchorage
in the bay on the north end of the island.  This sandy bottom bay
offers protection to the east, south and west.  That same sandy
bottom also provides only limited holding so boats should not be
left unattended if northerly seas are predicted.  A breakwall
constructed to protect the launch ramps on the west end of this bay
also creates a small harbor and offers protection from northerly
seas.  Powerboats up to 30-feet are often seen here tied off to the
rocks.

There are no hotels or motels on Kelleys Island but lodging
abounds in the form of Bed & Breakfasts, cottages, sublet homes
and condos, and even camping in the state park.  The list is too long
to include here but places to start include Water�s Edge Retreat
(419-746-2455) overlooking the lake from the southeast shore of
the island.  This beautiful and colorful, waterfront, three-story
Queen Anne Victorian-Style Inn was rated as �Best of the Best of

Lake Erie B&Bs� and one of the top 60 beach resorts in the US by
Travel and Leisure Magazine. For a close look log on to
www.watersedgeretreat.com.  The breakfast served here is more
like a �Breakfast Feast� complete with Eggs Benedict, Eggs
Florentine, Quiches, Fritattas, and more, all handmade and home
cooked each day.

Another B&B and the most recently restored B&B on the
island is The House On Huntington Lane (866-746-2765) just a
block west of town.  This vernacular Queen Anne structure was
built in 1905 and was recently renovated to restore the charm of
yesteryear, but with all the modern conveniences including whole
house air conditioning and private baths.

Just a short distance west of Huntington Lane at 317 W.
Lakeshore Dr. is The Inn on Kelleys Island (419-746-2258).  This
1876 Victorian home was turned into an Inn in 1905 and has been
offering waterfront lodging to guests ever since.  Log on to
www.aves.net/the-inn/ for details and reservations.  There are
dozens more wonderful B&Bs and other lodging with a list too
long to include here.  Visitors or Cruisers to the island can contact
the Kelleys Island Chamber of Commerce (419-746-2360) for a
brochure that lists these along with all of the planned island events,
and all the member businesses and phone numbers including those

One of the Island Rocket ferries takes on passengers at the
Casino dock.  Behind the Rocket is the Boardwalk Water Taxi

bringing in passengers from Put-In-Bay.
Photo by George Harizal

Plan on taking some time to explore The General Store.
Clothing, souvenirs, gifts, and hand-dipped

ice cream cones are the attraction here.
Photo by George Harizal

An 18-hole Mini Golf course
is the centerpiece of Caddyshack Square.

Photo by George Harizal
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providing lodging, and a map to their locations.  Their website is
www.kelleysislandchamber.com or you can e-mail them at
kelleyschamber@aol.com.

Before heading out onto the island, a few notes are in order.
There are no banks on Kelleys Island but ATM machines can be
found inside the Village Pump at 108 Lakeside, the Island Market,
and the Country Store, both on Division Street.  There are over 30
miles of roads on the island so unless you�ve brought your bike or
hiking shoes, a golf cart will be your best way to get around.  No
matter where you arrive on the island, you will find carts available.
They can be rented at Seaway Marina, The Casino, Kelleys Cove,
Caddyshack Square, Sun & Surf about ¾ mile west of town, and
Unc�l Dik�s across from the state park on the north end of the
island.  Some places have bicycles too.  On Kelleys Island, a golf
cart is registered as a motor vehicle so a driver�s license is required.
Don�t let your kids drive!

Also, the islanders love their Lake Erie Water Snake (Nerodia
Sipedon Insularum).  Actually not everyone is that fond of them but
the fact is that this non-poisonous snake is now on the state�s
endangered list which means that it�s protected by law.  The snake
is found only in these islands and the immediate mainland shore-
line.  If you see one sunning itself on your swim platform just make

some noise and it will leave.  One last thing� an open container
law is strictly enforced on the island.  �Nuff said!  Let�s explore
Kelleys Island.

Things To Do And See
The entire island is on the National Register of Historic Places

and is ready to explore by bike, golf cart, or on foot. Some of the
islands hidden beauty is off the beaten path in places like the East
Quarry, North Shore Trail, or in the North Pond Nature Preserve.
These areas are marked on the maps available from the Chamber
located in the stone church-like building next to the town hall,
online at www.kelleysisland.com, or you can schedule a guided
tour by calling Pat and Lori Hayes at  419-746-2258.   Pat is the
president of the Kelleys Island Audubon Club
(www.kelleysislandnature.com) and Lori has a degree in Environ-
ments Studies.  They�ll make sure you see everything.

The homes and mansions on the island represent a wide
variety of architectural styles.  Some are so elegant that it�s hard
to know which ones are hotels open to the public and which ones
are private homes.  Such is the case of the large white 3-story

Himmelein House just east of town.  This mansion started out as
a hotel but has been used as a private residence for that family now
for many years.  There�s even a small sign in the front yard that says
�Private Residence� to keep sightseers from knocking on the door
looking for lodging.

Another such place is the Kelley Mansion at the corner of
Addison and East Lakeshore Drive just a short walk from down-
town.  This home was constructed by Addison Kelley, son of
founder Datus Kelley, using locally quarried limestone.  It was
completed in 1867 and features a self-supporting spiral staircase
as a centerpiece of the house.  In the past it has been open for tours
and offered overnight lodging but recently it has been closed to the
public.  Check with the Chamber of Commerce office to see if it is
open or look for the �Open� sign in front of the mansion.

Activities on Kelleys can center around the historical and
natural areas, the business and shopping areas, dining and enter-
tainment in the restaurants and bars, the state park with its
camping and swimming areas, the playgrounds for the kids, and
even diving on sunken ships now that Lake Erie is clearing up.  The
new Ohio Department of Natural Resource�s Shipwreck Pre-
serve includes the waters surrounding Kelleys Island.  The

Plan on spending some time exploring the shops
at Caddyshack Square.

Photo by George Harizal

The Country Store is located here in the Village Plaza along with
Vi�s Island Treasures and the Division Street Pizza Company.

Photo by George Harizal

Beneath this protective roof lies Inscription Rock covered with
prehistoric Indian drawings.  It is one of the finest examples of

aboriginal artwork in the Great Lakes.
Photo by George Harizal
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Chamber�s website has
a map of the locations.
The kids might take up
fossil hunting while
here.  Since Kelleys Is-
land is mostly limestone,
and since fossils, espe-
cially trilobytes are com-
monly found in lime-
stone, there are fossils
to be found everywhere.

A number of gift
shops on the island offer
visitors nice shopping
opportunities.  Kelleys
Cove (419-746-2622)
just west of the main
intersection offers a
unique selection of gifts
and souvenirs with an
international flavor.
Here you will find lin-
ens from France,
Faberge eggs from Rus-
sia, delicately carved
Celtic pewter boxes, and intricately crafted brass nautical instru-
ments from the British Isles.  They also carry limited edition
Harbour Lights Lighthouses, Ben Richmond paintings, and a wide
variety of clothing.  Be sure to log on to www.kelleysisland.com/
kelleyscove for a closer look.  The General Store (419-746-2357)
with its natural wood front porch at 118 Division Street also has a
wide variety of island clothing and gifts including 18K gold Italian

charms for bracelets.
This place is also popu-
lar for hand dipped ice
cream cones.  The Vil-
lage Peddler (419-746-
2281) is a woman�s bou-
tique and gift shop right
across the street, and the
Island Fudge Shoppe is
next door to that.

While you�re in town
you should make note of
the two grocery stores
here should you need to
re-provision before leav-
ing the island.  The Is-
land Market (419-746-
2292) is one of those
businesses that remain
open year-round and is a
gathering spot for island-
ers both during and after
the tourist season.  Own-
ers Rob and Kim
Watkins do an outstand-

ing job serving the island and add a personal touch in meeting the
needs of the 375+ full time residents on the island.  I look forward
to their fresh Mama Jo Homestyle Pies and pastries in the morning.
Remember, on an island, everything has to be brought in by ferry
or airplane so shop owners need to plan well and be resourceful.
This year the Market opened an after-hours walk-up window to sell
bread, milk, Ice, and other necessities late at night.  This new

SALES, SERVICE,
PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Factory Trained
Certified

Technicians

NORTHEAST OHIO�S

VOLUME
BOAT DEALER

CRUISERS � RUNABOUTS � DECK BOATS � PONTOONS � FISHING BOATS
LARSON CABRIO CRUISERS

www.boatmastersmarine.com

5290 Manchester Rd., Akron
1/4 Mile S of Portage Lakes State Park on Rte. 93

MERCURY
OUTBOARDS

EVINRUDEEVINRUDEEVINRUDEEVINRUDEEVINRUDE
JJJJJohnsonohnsonohnsonohnsonohnson

330-882-4568

The Glacial Grooves are the best example of glacial scouring
in the world.  They are a �Must See.�

Photo by George Harizal
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feature reminded me how spoiled we can get on the mainland with
places like Super K-Mart which are open 24-hours a day.  On an
island you do have to control those late night shopping urges.

The Country Store (419-746-2557) was recently reopened
under new management.  It�s located in Village Square, a building
with a small group of shops just north of Caddy Shack Square on
Division Street.  Here you will find grocery items, hardware
supplies, and daily deli specials.

You can�t miss Caddy Shack Square, the closest thing you
will find to a shopping center on the island.  Located at 115
Division Street, you will find the
Booga Shack with original Booga
Wear exclusive to Kelleys Island,
the Beach Rack, the Nut House
featuring nuts, carmel corn and taffy,
the Java Jungle, Janice�s Antiques
& Collectibles, the Wacky Shack
where the kids can get beads, light
sticks and fun hats.  An ice cream
place rounds out the offerings on the
Square.

About a mile north on Division
Street is the Sweet Valley Trading
Post and Butterfly Kingdom (419-
746-2252).  As you enter the front
door you see a very nice gift shop.
Located at the rear of the shop is a
sight you won�t want to miss.  But-
terfly Kingdom can best be described
as an open-air greenhouse filled with
butterflies.  There are plants and
flowers on the floor and hanging
from the ceiling everywhere.  There
are also butterflies everywhere, so
watch where you step.  If you have
your camera, you can take pictures
of these colorful and delicate crea-
tures that you could never get any-

where else.  Note too that Kelleys Island
lies along the route followed by the Mon-
arch Butterfly as it migrates south to
Mexico.  This event will be celebrated at
the Butterfly Festival held on September
6th this year.

Take Division Street to the north end
of the island to get to the Kelleys Island
State Park (419-746-2546) overlooking
the beautiful anchorage of North Bay.
From here you can see Middle Island in
Canada just 4 miles away.  The park
maintains 129 campsites here, 84 of them
have electrical service.  Showers, re-
strooms, safe drinking water, 6 miles of
hiking and biking trails, and a swimming
beach are other features of the park.  Dur-
ing the summer, a Naturalist Aide pro-
gram is conducted and children can earn a
certificate upon completion of three sepa-
rate 2-hour programs.  Camping supplies,
island clothing, Ice, beverages, and food
items are available at Unc�l Dik�s (419-
746-2462) located just across the road
from the state park entrance.

One of the island�s most unique natu-
ral treasures is just north of the park en-

trance here on the north end of the island.  You must visit the
Glacial Grooves.  These grooves were gouged out of the native
limestone bedrock by the Wisconsin Glacier during the last ice age
over 15,000 years ago when this part of Ohio was covered by ice
over 3,000 feet thick.  Some of the grooves measure up to 15 feet
deep and 35 feet across and represent the largest and most
spectacular example of glacial scouring in the world.  Visitors can
take a self-guided tour around the grooves and read the informa-
tional plaques, which explain how the grooves were formed.  These
grooves are impressive but we know from antique photographs that

The north Bay of Kelleys Island is a nice anchorage offering lots of
fun in the sun and on the beach at the State Park.

Photo by George Harizal

The Kelley Mansion built in 1867 from native island
limestone is no longer open to the public.

Photo by George Harizal
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many grooves even larger than these were quarried away in the
1800s and sold as limestone before the workers knew what they
were.  Since 1923 they have been protected and a fence now keeps
people from walking on them.  Some years ago a section of the
Glacial Grooves was carefully cut out and is now on display at the
Smithsonian Institute.

The festivals held on the island throughout the year are a time
to come see Kelleys Island at its best.  �Islandfest� held the last
weekend in July features craft and food tents in the park, street
dancing, and a fireworks display after dark.  �Homecoming�
brings back old friends and residents to the island.  �Treasure
Island Day� and the �Butterfly Festival� are both on September 6th

this year.  My favorite is �1/2 Way to St. Patty�s Day� on September
13th when I plan to again be playing the tin whistle with Irish singer
Jim Buckingham at the Caddy Shack.  This is the same day as the
annual Pig Roast at the Casino, the Kayak Poker Paddle� and the
Cedar Point In-Water Boat Show.  Decisions, decisions!  But,
there�s still time this season to enjoy the Chili Cook-Off at the
Brewery and the big Spaghetti Dinner at the Pump both on October
11th, and the Pre-Thanksgiving Dinner at the Bag-the-Moon on
October 18th.  But for most people the last island event of the
season will be the island-wide Halloween Celebration on October
25.  But Kelleys Island has been called �The Island for All Seasons�

and ferry services continue all year round as long as the lake is not
frozen over.  Because so much of the island is geared to summer
tourism, many of the businesses close down for the winter.  But
many stay open for the year-round residents, which means you can
get away to Kelleys and enjoy the island anytime.

Places To Eat
From my perspective, this section of the article is an important

continuation of �Things to Do� and is my favorite part about going
to Kelleys Island.  The food is great everywhere you go.   Another
nice thing about Kelleys Island is that it�s large enough to offer
variety yet small enough that you can get to know people, and they
have the time to get to know you.  A song comes to mind with the
phrase, ��where everybody knows your name.�   That�s Kelleys
Island!   It�s nice to walk into a place, greet the person behind the
bar and they have your favorite drink waiting for you before you
take your seat.  Starting with the Casino Restaurant and Lounge,
(419-746-2773) located right at the marina, you will find an
amusing menu here featuring specialties ranging from wings, and
rings to salads and sandwiches.  The bar offers a wide variety of
beers and coolers.  Diners can eat inside at a table or at the bar, or

outside on the covered deck overlooking the marina.  From this
elevated vantage point, you have a great view across the South
Passage toward Marblehead and Cedar Point on the mainland.
You can see the 1821 Marblehead Light, the oldest operating
lighthouse on the Great Lakes as well as the record-breaking sky
scraping roller coasters at the world famous amusement park.  The
Casino has DJ entertainment every weekend and is a top dance spot
on the island.

Just diagonally across the intersection from the Casino is the
newest restaurant and lounge on the island.  The Winking Lizard
Tavern (419-746-2112) opened up this spring in the brick build-
ing formerly occupied by the Water Street Café at the main
intersection of town.  This national chain restaurant brings its
famous menu for us to now enjoy on the island.  I can recommend
their award winning Bucket O� Ribs and teriyaki lizard-style
wings.  There are still 12 more wing varieties here I haven�t tried
yet but there are still a couple of months left in the boating season.

Just west of the of the Lizard is the Village Pump (419-746-
2281) run by Gary Finger, a long time reader of GLC Magazine as
well as a supporter of my efforts to bring the International Electric

The Village Pump was newly renovated this year to include
two large areas for drinking and dining.

Photo by George Harizal

The Bag The Moon Saloon has the only live band entertainment
in the downtown area on weekends.

On the night of the full moon, they provide the bags.
Photo by George Harizal

Kelleys Cove, right next to Portside Marina now offers
fine gifts with an international flavor.

Photo by George Harizal
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Dinghy Race Championship
back to Lake Erie.  Rumor has it
that on occasion, the famed and
coveted Faraday Cup has been
seen here being toasted and pho-
tographed with yours truly in
the presence of island dignitar-
ies.  And now that the Cup is
back in Lake Erie, this just may
happen again.   The Pump is
world famous for their Brandy
Alexanders, which they turn out
by the pitcher.  Another favorite
drink here is a �Stormcloud,�
which look as interesting as they
taste.  The menu offers a wide
selection of seafood, sand-
wiches, steak, salads, as well as
appetizers such as wings, scal-
lops, fried oysters, mussels, and
more.  At first it appears that
other than a pool table, there is
no entertainment at the Pump.  But if you are here when �Chicago�
is working the bar, you�ll see why they don�t need any entertain-
ment.  He�s comical, friendly, and is a study in non-stop action.
One last note, the pizzas are so good here that I�m surprised I
haven�t seen Devil�s Dream anchored offshore.

Just across a short alley and west of the Pump is the Bag The
Moon Saloon. (419-746-2365).   This establishment has live band
entertainment and dancing on weekends.  It is also where many of
the boaters go for breakfast.  The restaurant features a different

special each day that includes
seafood, wings, prime rib, tacos,
and more.  The bar is noted for
their strawberry shots made
from hollowed-out giant straw-
berries filled with vodka and
topped with whipped cream.
What a way to go!  Another
thing you can do at Bag the
Moon is just that, Bag the
Moon� by collecting good luck
moonbeams.  Here�s how it
works.  Just a few minutes be-
fore midnight on the day of the
full moon, the bar passes out
paper bags to each person there.
At midnight the crowd goes
outside into the street, opens up
their bags, holds them in the air
over their heads and spins them
around under the full moon
while reciting the words, �Fill

me, fill me, fill me.�  The bag is then closed, taken home and then
opened to release the good luck beams all month long until new
ones are collected at the next full moon.  Hey, at midnight after a
few of those strawberries, it doesn�t take a whole lot to entertain
people here.

At the charcoal grill built into the front patio at the Bag The
Moon they serve up late night food until about 2:30 AM.  Even after
the bars and restaurants close you can still pick up a grilled hot dog,
sausage, or bratwurst here with all the trimmings.  Nemo�s is

At The Caddyshack you will find good food, drink,
and fun for the entire family.

Photo by George Harizal
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another food place that you will want to remember for those after-
hours grumblies.  It�s really a small carry-out window in the Pump
and can be found in the alley between the Pump and Bag The Moon.
Their specialty is gyro sandwiches.

The Caddy Shack Restaurant and Bar (419-746-2518) is on
Caddy Shack Square just a short walk north on Division Street, the
main north-south road on the island.  Or you can simply follow the
alley north from Nemo�s and you�re there quicker!  This establish-
ment has a markedly different atmosphere than the other bars and
restaurants. It�s a bit quieter and more laid back.  There don�t seem
to be as many bar hoppers here.  People tend to come to the Caddy
Shack to stay for the evening talking with friends and enjoying the
entertainment that includes weekend Karaoke on the outside patio,
video games and pool table inside, the 18-hole Mini Golf course
and more.  You will see a lot of the islanders and their kids here.
Another nice feature is that their kitchen is open later than at the
other bars in town.  They serve up pizzas and subs here.  For
breakfast, I can recommend their �Breakfast Pizza,� a tasty depar-
ture from normal breakfast fare.

Just north of Caddy Shack Square is the Island House
Restaurant (419-746-9477) at 131 Division Street.  This large,
Italianate-style home was built in 1876 by a German immigrant
and prominent citizen of the island.  The building was enlarged in

recent years and turned into a restaurant while maintaining its
original architectural beauty.  The Island House is well known for
fine dining. You will see their specials written on the board on the
walk in front of the restaurant.  They are open for dinners and some
breakfasts.  Call to get their schedule.

The Kelleys Island Brewery (419-746-2314) also known as
the Island Café & Brew Pub is west of town across from the old
unused ferry dock.  It is a full service restaurant and lounge open
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.  It is also, as the name suggests,
a microbrewery.  The stainless steel and copper tanks of the
brewery can be seen through the large picture windows behind the
backbar.  Their brewmaster has developed a number of excellent
beers here.  Being a Guinness drinker, I had to try one of their dark
beers.  I wasn�t disappointed.

Two miles west of town along Lakeshore Drive is the West
Bay Inn (419-746-2597). A small marina here offers courtesy
docking for patrons.  Being on the west side of the island, West Bay
offers a great view of Perry�s Monument at Put-In-Bay just 5 ½
miles across the water.  Sunsets are also striking from this location
and are the reason for Sunset Festivals being held here.  West Bay
is an attractive bar and restaurant with another great island menu
featuring Pat�s Famous Seafood Chowder, Prime Rib and more.

An outdoor patio and Tiki bar offer guests a choice of indoor or
outdoor service and dining.  Most visitors to the island don�t make
the 2-mile trip from town to enjoy this place.  Don�t make that
mistake. Whether you come by boat or by golf cart, don�t miss this.

The Kelleys Island Wine Company (419-746-2678) at 418
Woodford Road is over a mile from town toward the center of the
island but is well worth the trip.  This is a newly built working
winery that is carrying on in the tradition of the original winery of
the same name.  They sell wine by the glass, bottle or case in
addition to cheese platters, pizza, and pasta dishes to enjoy in their
new dining room or outside on the picnic tables.  There is a wine
tasting room, and a viewing area where you can see the wine-
making facilities.  Other offerings here include a pizza shop, a gift
ship, child play area, volleyball, horseshoes, a video arcade, plus
a �Grill Your Own� steak BBQ every Friday night.  The Wine
Company and the Kelleys Island Brewery will be selling each
other�s products so visitors can enjoy both of these island creations
at two locations.

The Kelleys Island Wine Company sells their own fine wines inside
and offers acres of fun for the family outside.

Photo by George Harizal

The Island House Restaurant has a long reputation for fine dining.
Photo by George Harizal

Seen through the picture window behind the bar are the tanks
and vats holding the next batch of beer being brewed by

the Kelleys Island Brewing Company.
Seen in the foreground is� my beer!

It�s not Guinness but it�s good.
Photo by George Harizal
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Taking Your Leave
Over the years, I�ve found Kelleys Island to be my home away

from home.  On weekends the place rocks with music and funseekers.
During the week, it moves at a more relaxed pace that most of us
yearn for.  The laid back approach to life is why I come here to get
away from the busy daily routine on the mainland.  Island people
have learned to work together, to stick together, and help each
other.  This is a friendly bunch of people and a good group to have
as friends.  Life is unique here.  Take the high school graduation
for example.  The student body is so small that some years there
may be no students in the senior class to graduate.  But when there
is, it�s an event that brings the entire island out to celebrate.  Put
Kelleys Island on your cruise itinerary and get in on the activities
here. Make the rounds a few times and it won�t be long before�
everybody knows your name.

The newest eatery on the island is The Winking Lizard Tavern.
The imported wood floors and tables add to the atmosphere.

Photo by George Harizal

There is an unending variety of home designs on the island.  They
don�t have to be large homes to capture your attention as evidenced
by this ornately designed home on West Lakeshore Drive.  Note the

Gothic windows and shutters on the 2nd floor
and the detailed scrollwork throughout.

Photo by George Harizal
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Making Allowances�
by John Kenneth Bruce

   t seems we always make allowances in our lives for those around us� as I�m sure they do for us, as well.
Now, when I say allowances, I mean� overlooking the other�s faults, shortcomings, lack of expertise and yes,
down right ignorance.  It has been my experience that perhaps the most forgiving people on the planet (within
this limited scope) have to be boaters of the male persuasion.

Yes, us boatin� guys!  That�s who I�m talking about!  Us manly men of the sea who repeatedly turn the other
cheek, the other shoulder, bear the weight and extra duty, who overlook the inexperience, ignorance and blatant
�I don�t care about the darn boat!� attitudes of our family-based crews.  Alas, it is our lot to do the extra chores,
the extra work, provide the added comforts and solve the multiple problems of those to who might have found it
easier to just stay at home this weekend.

And why do we do this?  Are we such nice guys?  No� not really.  But we secretly face the sad reality that
if this is too much to learn, too much to do, too much to tolerate, that there could be a mutiny at any moment and
your crew could tie a yard arm to the back of the mini-van and hang you out to dry on the way home� Home is
where the heart is, after all.

So, given the choice of �making allowances� or not having a boat, we do the former to avoid the latter.  And
never is �making allowances� more obvious than at the local boat show!  We�ve all seen them� �Those in tow�
behind Dad as he drools on the new boats.  Perhaps it�s a first boat, or maybe just a bigger boat, but you can always
see the interplay of politics and salesmanship as the salesman tries to sell Dad, and then, helps him sell Mom and
the other crewlings.  It is a time when shortcomings go unnoticed and errors go uncorrected (let�s not distract her
from noticing how good you look behind the wheel of this one!).  But of all those who have ever made allowances,
I don�t think there has ever been one more deserving of an award than the salesman/husband team I saw at one
of last winter�s shows.  I have saved this story for this issue, so you might enjoy it over the fall boat show season�

He was a drooling Dad.  One who wanted a boat in the worst way.  He and the salesman seemed to have
narrowed his choices down to just a couple of models when he had come back to the show with his mate in tow.
These selected boats now had to pass the �wife test.�

She was one for whom many allowances were made.  As some would put it, she was obviously �high
maintenance,� very high maintenance indeed.  Tall, slender, blonde� well-decorated with the glittery stuff�
While it quickly became obvious she knew nothing at all about boats or boating, all of us within range realized
she must have other assets.  After all, boating would only take up a small fraction of her time.  Not enough to destroy
a good relationship over.  So I was convinced she had other qualities, other skills and contributions to the
relationship that would put her in this decision-making role.  While I was contemplating her possible culinary
skills and high-income career potential, she prepared to take a tour of the boat her husband and the salesman had
picked out.

Dad and the salesman overlooked that she wore leather pants and high heels to a boat show.  (We all overlooked
that one.)  They also got around the fact that she didn�t intend to remove these shoes before boarding her potential
summer home.  They also got around and never corrected every reference she made to �the floor,� �the walls,�
�the bathroom� and even the one about �the back porch.�  And they did so with smiles on their faces.  Brave men,
indeed!

But the show stopper happened when she wandered up to the helm, and there, standing in front of the
companionway, she somehow managed to flip up the hatch in such a way that it exposed a beautiful chart table
right there in the cockpit.  It was beautifully finished teak with a bin area for navigation tools and finely-crafted
clips to hold down charts while underway.

The sudden surprise of the chart table and its exquisite beauty caught her off guard.  With a quick catch of
her breath, she broke her serious, silent scrutiny of the vessel and a slight smile came to her face as one might
express at the sight of something familiar in a non-familiar world.

�Look!  An hors d�ouvrer table!� she softly exclaimed as her eyes twinkled as bright as any of her diamonds.
You could see the expressions on Dad�s and the salesman�s faces.  You could sense the trembling tension of a
nautical expression yearning to be free.  But there came no sound from the men for they both knew he who corrects
shall buy no boat this day.  The two men looked at each other and then back at the woman.

After a brief pause, the salesman picked up with what was probably the deal-winning catch of the day: �The
hors d�ourvrer table on the 35-footer is even nicer!�  Now the twinkle was in the husband�s eye and without
hesitation, they trotted off down the display to inspect the bigger boat.  Moral of the story: He who makes
allowances gets to spend his.

I
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Orders not accepted after Thursday, September 11, 2003. Questions: 800.529.0494

Please send me the following:

ADVANCE ADULT DISCOUNT TICKETS

________ tickets @ $7.00 each = ________________

ADVANCE CHILD DISCOUNT TICKETS

________ tickets @ $1.00 each = ________________

Make payment to:  BOAT SHOW USA

Detach Here and mail coupon below
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MMMMM�Munising!
�Sauntersville,�
USA
by Al Cavasin

    unising.  Mmmunising.  Mmmmmunisssiiinngg!  When
it�s properly pronounced, stretching the �m� and the �s� appropri-
ately�just so (like whispering the word �whispering�) it fills the
imagination with the sound of the wind blowing gently through
secret places in rock and wood, the susurrus of waves tickling
shoreline sands.  These are magic places that beckon, then lure and
capture the soul to hold it blissfully helpless while it imprints
indelible, timeless memories on its face.  And Munising has all of
these; rock and wood, sand and water, sun and wind in the unique
combination that create the easy, unhurried motion of beauty
through time.  Sauntering, dear reader; and those of you who have
experienced Munising, know whereof I speak, don�t you?
And for those of you who haven�t...

First, A Little History
I can�t for a minute believe that any of this was lost on the

Chippewa who first camped in this place several hundred years ago

and gave it the name Munising, the �Place of the Great Island.�
They must have been profoundly pleased to find this well pro-
tected, deep-water bay surrounded by hills and hardwood forests,
all too willing to yield an abundance of fish, game, furs and other
natural resources for their succor during their migratory trek
across Michigan�s Upper Peninsula.  Archaeology has shown this
to be one place the Chippewa migrated to, but not from, which
should tell us something.

We can be equally as sure the magic of this place wasn�t lost
on the later visitors called the Voyageurs, either, though they may
have perceived it somewhat differently from their perch on a
�Canot du Maitre� (Montreal Canoe) or Canot du Nord (North
Canoe) working their way westward past the Pictured Rocks.  Keep
in mind, these handmade, birch bark canoes built from the late
1600s through the 1800s, ranged in size from 26-feet to over 30-
feet long and between 6 feet and 8 feet at the beam, most weighing
in at well over 600 pounds, empty.  They carried a 3,000-pound
cargo and (always) fully loaded, their stout little 6-to-12 man crews

M

That's my bowrail approaching the entrance to Munising's Bayshore Marina.
Photo by Al Cavasin
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could propel them at about 4 miles per hour.  But in the Pictured
Rocks, I would imagine they could get them up to 10 knots in a
pinch.  Pinches would have been frequent, there.

Then, as now, the closest safe harbor to the east was at Grand
Marais, the eastern anchor for the Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore and the westernmost third of the �Graveyard Coast� of
Lake Superior.  This chunk of shoreline has the dubious honor of
bearing the brunt of waves that roll unrestricted across 200 miles
of open lake surface.  Just think.  Our swarthy voyageurs would
push off at the crack of dawn, singing chanties to keep paddling
rhythm and work their way by the 300-foot tall Grand Sable Dunes
and out over the reef around Au Sable point.  By Noon, they�d beach
their craft somewhere along what we now call 12 Mile Beach and
break for a short meal and necessary relief.  Then back to the Lake
and back to the paddles.

From there another couple hours effort would bring them to
the start of the sandstone formations of Pictured Rocks, and if the
wind was up and the seas were running, the chanties would stop
and the prayers would start as the magic made its undeniable
presence felt.  Then, as now, the wind would whisper through wood
and rocky crag, creating an eerie multi tonal howling that would
chill the hardiest man to the bone.  And when you couple that with
the roar of Spray Falls spilling endlessly into the lake, the
pounding of the �Indian Drums� created by the waves rolling into
the myriad sea caves dotting the water�s edge, and the anxiety
inherent in antique supersti-
tion, you could produce
enough adrenaline to paddle
the Bismark at 8 knots.  Espe-
cially after they had passed
Chapel Rock, which is the
last safe haul out beach until
the lee of Sand Point in
Munising Harbor.  It would
be easy to imagine the 200-
foot tall sandstone cliffs ris-
ing straight up from the
lakebed and the spired rock
of Miner�s Castle glaring
down on you with disap-
proval, if not outright con-
tempt.  Many a mariner has
found themselves fighting the
ultimate battle trying to pre-
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St. Ignace City Marina
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The all new, 136-slip
St. Ignace City Marina

began welcoming boaters on July 1, 2003.

This beautiful new facility offers:
Restrooms � Showers

Laundry facilities � Picnic pavilion
30 & 50 Amp Electrical

Wells up to 100 feet � 24-Hour security
Gas � Diesel � Pumpouts

Huron Boardwalk � Library � Casino
Museums � Area attractions

Easy access to dining, Restaurants,
Shopping, Boating supplies, & Groceries

Free�July & August
Straits of Mackinac Cruises�Tuesday

Bayside Live! Entertainment�Thursday

Harbor Reservation System:

1-800-447-2757
VHF Channel 9
906-643-8131

(L45º51�58�N, Lo84º43�06�W)
For Area Information, Call

800-338-6660
or visit

www.stignace.com

A better view of the Fuel Dock and
the Harbormaster's Office in the marina.

Photo by Al Cavasin

The Munising Rear Range Light
that helped guide you in.

Photo by Al Cavasin
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vent the lake from dashing them against the rocks...   It is also easy
to imagine the exhilarating sense of relief they felt as they rounded
the lee of Grand Island into the sanctuary of the bay.

Prayers of thanksgiving would have been very much in order
as well as oaths of gratitude to those like Father Marquette, the
legendary Jesuit missionary and explorer who brought the bible to
Native Americans and settlers across the north country.  He visited
Munising in the summer of 1668, and the maps drawn by him and
Alouez guided many an early explorer safely into the harbor.
Those maps show Grand Island as �Les Grand Island,� and grand
it is, too.

Over the years, many explorers and fortune seekers would visit
the Munising area, most to take advantage of its shelter, some to
take advantage of its natural resources, some to seek their dreams
in this incredibly unique place.  Such was the case with Mr.
Thomas Sparks, President and founder of the Munising Company
and also credited as the first Caucasian founder of Munising itself.
In 1850, he purchased an 87,000-acre tract of land on the eastern
shore of the bay for about $0.87 per acre.  That�s just a teeny wee
bit less than property goes for these days...  He intended to create
a northern resort with Munising as its hub.  While this was an
admirable goal and would probably work today, it suffered for lack
of funds and eventually the dream failed.

There followed a succession of attempts to make use of the
abundant natural resources, hundreds of thousands of acres of
hardwood forests and plentiful iron ore, but scenic land is not

necessarily easy to work as the very things that make it beautiful�
hills, valleys, rivers and cliffs�also pose some incredible logisti-
cal challenges.  But these were hardy, persistent people, who were
committed to making a living here, and they were tenacious.
Sawmills were established as early as 1850 to turn the area�s maple
trees into lumber for building and charcoal for the blast furnaces
that smelted the ore into pig iron.  A succession of smelting
operations came and went, most bankrupting or ceasing operations
for lack of profitability until the Bay Furnace was built in AuTrain
in 1869.

Taking advantage of the protection of the islands in Munising
Bay, an 800-foot long wooden dock was constructed out into the
bay and a town was erected around the furnace.  Ore was shipped
in both by boat and wagon from the Marquette range, unloaded by
hand and brought to the furnace for processing.  Once transformed
into pig iron, it was again loaded onto wagons and transported to
the dock to be shipped to the lower lakes.  This arrangement
worked very well and the operation flourished and grew rapidly for
several years until May 31, 1877.  That was the day a villager was
hauling a wagonload of charcoal through the town to the furnace
when it accidentally caught fire.  In his great panic, he unhitched
the horses and left the wagon to burn, which of course it did, taking
the entire town with it.  So much for progress.

In 1894, a millionaire lumber baron, Timothy Nestor, took a
cruise on a local excursion boat named: City of Munising and
during that cruise he got an idea.  As they toured past the stunning
shorelines, tumbling hills and placid islands, he began to envision
a city nestled between the hills on the level ground at the south
shore of the bay.   It would have well protected docks, a deep water
harbor, railroad to connect it to the rest of civilization and
countless acres of trees to be cut; lumber, after all, was his business.
He kept his mouth shut and began to plan.

After a brief investigation into the feasibility of his project, he
began investing in land and hiring people to drive his vision to
reality.  In 1895 he had acquired 184,000 acres of land and his crew
set to work.  They built 16 miles of railroad to connect Munising
to the south shore then ran it out into the timberland to transport
the logs he began cutting that year.  They cleared acreage for a
townsite, platted it, laid out the streets then started building.  By
January of 1896 a Post Office was erected and in May the village
was incorporated.  Within one year of the start of this ambitious
project, Munising had sawmills, a blast furnace, docks, a tannery
and a newspaper and the population had soared to over 3,500!

Lumbering created a tremendous boom and the city prospered

The shops of downtown Munising.
Photo by Al Cavasin

The Mariners Memorial Fountain at the Peoples State Bank.
Photo by Al Cavasin

Munising Mercantile... They have it!
Photo by Al Cavasin
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and grew, bringing more ships, more people and expansions in the
existing railroad.  In 1900, Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company bought
up a significant percentage of the property interests in the area and
they remain a powerful influence there and throughout the UP to
this day.  Many have repeatedly credited them with saving the town
of Munising several times over the years, and they have certainly
done their share of contributing to the local economy.

Overall, it would be accurate to say Munising works.  It is an
almost perfect marriage between big city choice and convenience
and small town openness, friendliness and approachability.  They
support ten churches and two private schools, K through 12 public
schools with the High School sitting right on the bay, a 40-bed
hospital with a coronary care unit, daily and weekly newspapers,
a radio station and cable TV.  They also offer a 106-bed nursing
home, senior center, full time Law Enforcement authority and
several major industrial plants that provide employment and a tax
base.  They even have an industrial park to attract new business!

The Munising retail sector provides convenient shopping for
dozens of smaller communities in the surrounding area with
lumber yards, building centers, at least two very well stocked
hardware stores, grocery stores, furniture stores, drug stores,
clothing stores and scores of specialty shops, restaurants, bars and
night clubs.

Innerspring Mattress

Sleep
In Comfort

�Just Like Home�

Any Size, Shape & Firmness

www.yourdesignmattress.com

5320 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH  44134

216�661�1009

Mitchell�s Bay

3 Allen Road, Mitchell�s Bay, Ontario  N0P 1L0
Tel: (519) 354-8423 � Fax: (519) 354-3289

www.mitchellsbaymarinepark.com

·250 Boat Wells · 8 Boat Launch Ramps  ·108 Campsites
·Marine Park Gas Bar · Shower Facilities
· Laundromat · Playground Equipment

·Family Picnic Shelter at Dover Community Park
·One of the Best Sport Fishing Areas in Ontario

·St. Clair National Wildlife Area

Marine Park

Mitchell�s
Bay

The Apple Tree is just one of
Munising's more popular speciality shops.

Photo by Al Cavasin

The Hen House Fudge And Gifts... That kinda says it all!
Photo by Al Cavasin
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Approaching The Harbor
But more on all that later; for now, let�s take a look at the area

itself:  The city of Munising sits on the foot of a deep bay and is the
only (reasonably) level ground around.  Verdant, thickly forested
hills, lush with pine, birch, beech, hemlock and hardwoods climb
out of town on all sides except the north, which is a huge glacial
gouge about 200-feet deep, filled with amazingly clear, cerulean
blue water.  A short walk in those woods will reward the
perambulator with a view of rare and exotic flowers like lady�s
slippers and wood nymphs and many other varieties, too numerous
to list.  This area is littered with waterfalls, too, no less than a dozen
of them; and at least five are within walking distance of the marina.

Grand Island is the first thing you see when approaching the
harbor and is visible from all points in the city. If the weather is
clear, you can see it from just about everywhere within 30 miles.
That is due partially to the fact that it sports huge, 300-foot tall
sandstone cliffs on its north and west faces, as well as the highest
lighthouse (above sea level) in the world.  An amazing ecological
microcosm that protects, supports and complements the area all at
the same time, Grand Island and its cliffs stand sentry to the lake
like their eastern cousins, the Pictured Rocks.  But these are made
of a different sandstone; older, harder, swirled with red and
reddish browns and dotted with spires, columns, caves and crags.
They conspire with their virgin hardwood forests, golden sand
beaches and the surrounding magnificence of Lake Superior to
assault your senses with a beauty, which must be experienced to be
properly appreciated.  Maybe that�s why the Federal Government
purchased the island in 1990 and turned it into a national park?

For the Cruiser who has wisely �just packed up and gone,�
getting to the harbor is fairly simple, but if you�ve paid any
attention at all, you know to be fully prepared before you set out,
don�t you?  Check the weather and make sure all your safety gear,
charts, spare parts and emergency equipment are in order, Lake
Superior is an awesome place but she is not to be trifled with.
Traveling from the east, from Grand Marais, you will follow
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore right into the bay.  The passage
is deep, wide and very well marked, so just pay attention to the
buoys: one off Grand Island�s east shore (FL R 4s �2� with a bell)
at Sand Point (FL G 4s �3� with a bell), and watch for markers
indicating commercial fishing nets in the area, then line up on the
range (217ºT) on the mainland, which will guide you right to heart
of the harbor with Munising Bayshore Marina (906-387-3445)
just off to your port.  It sits just west of the huge Kimberly Clark
Paper mill and is hard to miss because of the excursion boats that
motor in and out all summer long.  The marina has always had open
space for transients when we�ve gone, which is several times per
season, and it offers fuel, water, and electricity.  Just look or the �L�
shaped dock along the shore with its furthest end located at
approximately L46º24.8�N, Lo86º39.1�W.

From the west it is advisable to take the channel adjacent to
Grand Island between Wood and Williams Islands, which is also
well marked, and is wide and deep.  To get to the marina you will
need to skirt Powell Point and follow the shoreline, which is a very
pleasant cruise.  For those who desire the seclusion of an anchor-
age, there are acres of it in the bay as well as the two bays on Grand
Island, Trout Bay and Murray Bay.  Both are well protected from
most weather, but use common sense...  One faces the lake and the
other faces the mainland over a short expanse of bay.

If you are a rig-dragging land-yachtist there are three main
roads into Munising: M28, M94 and M28/94.  All of them escort
you directly into the downtown business district, which is right on
the bay.  There is a well-maintained boat launch a short distance
west of the marina and I highly recommend you try it and take a
private boat tour of the islands then Pictured Rocks, weather

Some of Munising's more popular eateries.  Top to Bottom:
The Navigator, The Dogpatch, The Golden Heart, Shooters, and The

Barge Inn are just some of the places you'll want to visit.
Photos by Al Cavasin
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permitting, of course.  For a complete listing of shore side
accommodations, contact the Alger County Chamber Of Com-
merce at 906-387-2138 or cut and paste your way to their website
at www.algercounty.org.

Things To Do
As for things to do in Munising, let me say this: You�ve got to

be kidding, right?  Linda, my co-captain of 31 years and I, have
been vacationing in the UP exclusively since 1993 and every year
we make at least 3 trips to Munising, with and without guests.  I
would bet it would take you two years with an aggressive agenda
to see and do Munising!  Let�s start with the Pictured Rocks
Sightseeing Tours (906-387-2379), which leave the Bayshore
Marina several times a day all summer long.  I recommend the
sunset cruise as that is the best time to view these awesome
treasures.  Then there is the Glass Bottomed Boat Shipwreck
Tours, (906-387-4477) which takes you on a fully-narrated tour of
several area shipwrecks which are in pristine condition and easily
viewable.  There are diving and snorkeling charters by North Star
(906-387-3456), a local bus tour by Altran (906-387-3503) and a
ferry to take you to Grand Island (906-387-3503) for camping,
backpacking, hiking, bicycling, kayaking, sightseeing, birding
and fishing; guided or not, your choice!

Of course you can do all of that on the mainland too, and throw
in some horseback riding, over 250 miles of groomed snowmobile
and ATV trails with several rental facilities, mountain bike
rentals, and more than 200 miles of hiking and skiing trails.  Not
that physical?  You can opt to swim or just grab a tan from one of
the many beaches in an area blessed with excellent summer
weather.  During our last trip in July �03, the temperature topped

More unique shops in town, The Link, The Munising Bakery,
and the Get Away Drop In Center.

Photo by Al Cavasin

One of Munising's most popular attractions,
The Pictured Sightseeing Tours!

Photo by Al Cavasin
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90º, making for some very refreshing dips!  Of course there is
abundant hunting in all seasons and the fishing, both inland and
on the Lake, is nothing short of awesome!  So charter from any of
several seasoned captains and go for salmon and trout or rent a rig
and go inland for pike, bass, walleye and panfish.

You can also take an air tour from Skylane (906-387-5611) or
hit the links at Pictured Rocks Golf Course; forget your clubs?  No
problem: rent �em!  You can also canoe or kayak any of several
scenic rivers in the area including the Seney Wildlife Refuge,
guided or not, with or without transportation.  When your day is
done, drop your bones in any one of more than 20 local hotels and
motels, many within walking distance of downtown and the
marina.

Places To Eat And More
Now what about eats, you say?  Well, let me tell you!  Here are

my top picks:
1. The Navigator Restaurant, which is one block from the

marina, offers the best fare in my opinion in the area.  From snacks
and burgers to full steak and seafood dinners, they rock!  And check
out the unique suites upstairs, which are rented by the day or week
and are furnished in period antiques! www.the-navigator.net

2. The Golden Heart, Chinese and Thai Restaurant, which is
about three blocks from the marina in the heart of downtown offers
outstanding Asian cuisine.  They do Thai right!

3. Sydney�s Family Restaurant and Shark Bay Bar.  About
one mile from the marina and just outside of town, this place has
to be experienced to be believed.  Sure it�s a restaurant.  Sure it�s
a bar. But... well, trust me, try it!  906-387-4067

4. The Dogpatch Restaurant, lounge and gift shop is a really
unique place with excellent fare, good drinks and quaint �junque.�
It�s about half way between the marina and Sydney�s just east of
downtown.  906-387-9948

5. Shooter�s Bar and Grill.  Have a taste for Mexican?  This
is the place!  Just a few blocks from the marina in downtown
Munising and open plenty late.

6. Main Street Pizza, just up the walk from the marina.  Do
I need to tell you what kind of food they serve?  906-387-3993

7. The Fish House, VanLandschoot & Sons.  OK, OK, so it
isn�t a restaurant, but they have outstanding fresh and smoked fish
of many varieties and you can get it vacuum packed for your late
night, high protein helm snackin�!  Mighty good!  906-387-3851

And let�s not forget the scores of specialty businesses in the
area, from the Munising Mercantile which is a compendium of
several unique shops to the Apple Tree, The Link, The Red Barn

Scenes of the Pictured Rocks.  Top to Bottom:
Chapel Rock, Spray Falls, and Miners Castle.

Photos by Al Cavasin

Grand Island and the bay as seen from Shawver Park.
Photo by Al Cavasin
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Antiques, Munising Wood Products, Falling Rock Café and
Book Store, The People�s Store, The Hen House Fudge Shop,
The Coffee Cantata, Lake Superior Leather, Squaw Bay Candles
and so many, many more.  And did I tell you that just about
everything in Munising is within walking distance of the marina?
I didn�t?  Well, it is!  So just pack up and go, eh?

Taking Your Leave
One last holy-cow-you-just-gotta-see-this, kinda thing.  No

matter how you get to Munising, you need to drive (or take a bus,
they got �em) out M28 about 1 ½ miles west of town to the �Thomas
H. Shawver Scenic Turnout and Picnic Area.�  Signs alert you

to the turnoff ½ mile before it in either direction and you don�t dare
pass it up.  A short winding drive takes you up to a small plateau
on the side of the hill overlooking the bay and from the wooden
observation point about 500-feet above the lake you can see about
12 miles of the Pictured Rocks shoreline, all of Grand Island and
most of the bay and surrounding hills.  The view is unbelievable
and we have ol� Tom to thank for it.  And who, might you ask, is
��ol Tom�?  Well, he�s none other than our fearless leader,
publisher, editor and commander in chief (Bruce Jenvey�s) uncle,
that�s who!  Now, have I given you enough reason to �just pack up
and go�?  Good.  What are you waiting for?

The map of the bay with points of interest in Shawver Park.
Photo by Al Cavasin

The entrance to Shawver Park.
Actually, it's Tom Shawver Park and bet you didn't know that

Tom Shawver is Jenvey's uncle!
Photo by Al Cavasin
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Be Prepared �
It Could Happen to You�

abe, I�m going out to get the charts on Lady B.�
Wiping the sweat off my forehead with my forearm, I peered

around the door into the Tavern office.  Big Guy, my husband of
twenty-plus years, was preparing to put together a waypoint list for
our upcoming vacation, but had been stopped just as he began
because he didn�t have his charts at hand to plot his navigation.

�OK, honey,� I wiped more sweat from my brow.  �But before
you go do that, I could use some help in the kitchen.  This lunch
rush is a killer.�

Big Guy agreeably set aside his parallel bars and came into the
kitchen to take a turn over the hot grill.  Chaos was quickly
banished, and the food orders began whizzing out of the kitchen in
a steady stream.

Loyal Readers will recall that Big Guy and I own and manage
the Tavern, a waterfront restaurant located on a small, quiet
harbor.  We love our work, and couldn�t imagine being anywhere
else in the world.  As much as we enjoy our work, we also love our
Silverton 34C, Lady B � and the time we spend aboard her is truly
sent straight from heaven.  Due to the vagaries of staff scheduling,
we aren�t always successful in managing to sneak away for brief
vacations.  However, the gods had smiled this year, and we were
planning a long overdue trip to a few nearby ports, to reacquaint
ourselves with each other, and divest some stress along the way.

The long-awaited day of departure arrived at last.  It dawned
clear and bright, with light southwesterly winds and board-flat
water.  Big Guy and I filled up the ice chest, cast off our lines and
headed out the harbor towards what we referred to as �Big Water.�
We moved along briskly at wake speed, eating up the watery miles
with gusto as we headed toward our first night�s harbor.

There is something magical about sitting at the helm, cool
breeze streaming through the zipped-open bridge window, sur-
rounded by sunshine and fresh air; nothing else on earth comes
close to that feeling.  Behind us, our wake twisted away from the
stern, two foamy waves of whitewashed blue marking our path
across the surface.  Before us, the glittering cerulean water seemed
to beckon us forward toward the distant horizon.  With Big Guy
beside me at the controls, the next two weeks loomed large in our
minds, bursting with possibilities and adventures-yet-to-happen.  I
would never expect a non-boater to understand the power and
depth of that emotion; it�s almost like a glow squeezing my heart.
At moments like this, without much effort at all, I can envision a
tenuous watery connection stretching backward through time,
binding me to my seagoing ancestors who made their way across
the Atlantic to the New World.  Hopelessly romantic?  You bet.  But
somewhere inside myself, I�m sure their hearts glowed too, on the
decks of their wooden sailing ships as the sails boomed and cracked
and filled with wind, carrying them forward towards their dreams
and their future.

As Big Guy and I sailed onward into the afternoon, the bright
sunshine that had been our constant companion throughout the day
slipped away.  It was replaced by lowering, dark-bottomed storm

clouds, their bellies heavy with rain eager to be spilled.  A cool
wind began to punch up the flat water into white-topped waves that
slapped Lady B�s white hull.  In the distance, our limitless view of
the horizon was replaced with sharp yellow lightning forks that
stabbed the water, now gone an ominous greenish-gray color.

Big Guy sighed.  �Time to button up, babe.�  He zipped up the
open bridge curtains, just as the first fat drops of rain splatted
against the plastic.

In deference to the drastically dropping visibility, he flipped
on the radar.  Big Guy was a big believer in technology, and his
philosophy showed up clearly on Lady B�s helm electronics.  We
had a complete complement of Raytheon marine electronics:  chart
plotter, autopilot, radar, and a fish finder that showed the bottom
in exploded, two-dimensional detail.  Our instrumentation was
sufficient to provide safe navigation when visual conditions were
less than optimum.  Of course, my preference is to never be boating
at all in those conditions; however, the Great Lakes being what
they are, we occasionally had abrupt weather changes that neces-
sitated navigation-by-instrument simply to arrive intact at a harbor
of refuge.

Despite his fondness for all things electronic, Big Guy also
believed in old-fashioned plotting, learned in our U.S. Coast Guard
class some years ago.  All of our infrequent vacation trips were
laboriously plotted out by hand on charts stretched across the desk
in the Tavern office, providing point-to-point navigation that he
reduced to a series of numbered GPS waypoints.  In his youth, Big
Guy was a Boy Scout, and he took that �Be Prepared� motto very
seriously, especially when boating on the Great Lakes.

As co-pilot and navigator, I carried my own GPS, a hand-held
Lowrance.  I checked and entered Big Guy�s same waypoints,
stringing them together into pre-set routes.  I was a firm believer
in redundant navigation systems, because I felt they afforded us an
extra measure of safety.  Electronics are wonderful, and they are
even more wonderful when preceded by manual course plotting
and complemented by additional backup systems.

The impending storm struck in earnest.  In mere moments, we
were enveloped in torrents of slashing rain and gusty, cold winds
that repeatedly punched Lady B sideways off her course. In
deference to the worsening conditions, Big Guy reduced speed, and
turned on our navigation lights.  He simultaneously monitored his
instruments, and kept a lookout for lights of other vessels.  Lady B
continued to plow slowly through the thickening gloom.

After a few minutes, the worst of the rain seemed to have
moved past us, leaving a wave of heavy, damp air in its wake.  I
shivered as the bridge windows began steaming with condensa-
tion.  To my dismay, I noticed thick tendrils of fog beginning to
creep upward from the surface of the water.

Big Guy read my thoughts, not an uncommon occurrence in
couples married for more than two decades.  �Don�t worry, babe.
Only a few more miles to go.  We�ll be fine.�

As fast as the storm had struck and moved away, the fog rose

�B
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up to fill the void.  Our visibility from the bridge dropped to
approximately thirty feet.  Thankfully, the water had flattened out
and calmed, so Big Guy dropped Lady B to idle speed, and opened
the bridge windows back up to listen for other vessels.  We
instituted safety measures for operating in reduced visibility
situations.  These measures consisted of posting a forward lookout
and sounding Lady B�s horn at ninety-second intervals to notify
other boats of our presence.  Big Guy also periodically stopped
Lady B to listen for other nearby vessels or aids to navigation, and
closely monitored his radar screen.

After what seemed like forever, the red and green lights
marking the harbor entrance appeared, glowing eerily through the
fog.  We activated our searchlight and moved forward slowly,
cautiously into the harbor.  To our relief, the fog was reduced
somewhat inside the harbor breakwall, and we were able to
maneuver to an empty slip and tie up without mishap.  Big Guy was
then treated to the sight of his wife having a spontaneous, brief bout
of hysterics � which, thankfully, was as short-lived as the violent
rainstorm had been earlier.  [I have no defense for this lapse, other
than explaining to our Loyal Readers that I have had actual
nightmares about being caught in thick fog while on a boat � so this
situation was indeed a nightmare come true for me.]

The following morning dawned blustery and clear, with wind
out of the northeast with a brisk chop.  As we prepared to depart,
we were cautioned by the harbormaster to avoid the large reef
surrounding the lighthouse just outside the harbor.  We knew they
were there, since the reef and the lighthouse were clearly marked
on charts.  Big Guy�s excellent plotting skills had set our course
around the lighthouse, with plenty of room to spare.  In order to
avoid the reef on the way out of the harbor, all I had to do was follow
Big Guy�s route in reverse, and we would be fine.

The harbormaster mentioned to us that another smaller vessel
had also tried to enter the harbor in the fog last evening.  The
smaller vessel was apparently cruising without charts or electron-
ics, and had run hard aground on the reef just outside the harbor
while disoriented by the heavy fog.  Salvage divers were preparing
to go out and assist in refloating the vessel off the reef.

I shuddered, thinking of the unfortunate accident that could
have been avoided by having simple electronics aboard and
knowing how to use them.  If Big Guy and I hadn�t known what to
do, and how to use our equipment, it could easily have been us on
the reef�

To our Loyal Readers:  As I said earlier, Big Guy and I try
never to be caught out in heavy weather.  Occasionally, due to the
vagaries of Great Lakes cruising, it happens anyway.  In those
cases, we know the precautions we must take to operate our vessel
safely, and increase our chances of reaching port.  We urge all
boaters to enroll in safety courses offered by local Coast Guard
units or US Power Squadrons.  Skills learned in those classes can
literally save your life.

A hearty breakfast is one of my favorite things in life.  As the
fall mornings get crisp and cool, there is nothing so wonderful as
hot breakfast straight from the stove or the oven.

Ham Griddle Cakes
1 cup all-purpose flour
1½ tsp. baking powder
2 eggs

¾ cup milk
1 cup ground fully cooked ham

Pancake syrup (any flavor, maple is preferred)

In a large bowl, combine flour and baking powder.  In another
bowl, beat the eggs and milk.  Stir into dry ingredients, just until
moistened.  Fold in ham.  Pour the batter by quarter-cupfuls onto
a lightly greased hot griddle.  When pancakes begin to brown on
the edges, flip the pancakes and cook until second side is golden
brown.  Serve with syrup.  Yield:  8 pancakes

Maple Bacon Muffins
2 cups all-purpose flour
8 bacon strips, cooked and crumbled
3 tsp. baking powder
¼ tsp. salt
1 egg
½ cup milk
½ cup vegetable oil
2/3 cup maple syrup

In a large bowl, combine the flour, bacon, baking powder and
salt.  In a second bowl, whisk the egg, milk, oil and syrup until
combined.  Stir into dry ingredients, just until moistened.  Fill
greased or paper-lined muffin cups two-thirds full.  Bake at 400
degrees for 20-25 minutes or until a toothpick comes out clean.
Cool for 5 minutes before removing from pan to a wire rack.
Refrigerate leftovers.  Yield:  1 dozen

Barb Wilson enjoys all forms of boating, cooking, and liba-
tions.  In addition to running the Tavern, she has put together a
compilation of recipes assembled for people who suffer from food
mold allergies; check out her efforts at www.moldfree.com.

Food � Spirits & Lodging
505 Clinton Avenue � St. Clair, MI 48079

810-329-7118 � www.murphyinn.com
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Steinbeck�s
Adventure

Day 34, 5 July: A Day To Remember
by René O. Ramseier

   could not sleep well because of the continuing battery
problem; I cannot get them charged enough. I got up at 0300AM
and ran the generator for four hours. My concern was the starting
of the engines. Since the port engine has always started, and never
had an air lock (except yester-
day), what would happen if the
starboard engine would not start
either, the one with the air lock
problem? I would not have
enough power to start an engine
with the battery power left, since
it takes almost a minute of con-
stant cranking to get the airlock
out, during the process of tight-
ening the feeder nuts.

Fortunately, the starboard
engine started giving me a
chance to replenish the battery
somewhat before trying the port
engine. It was an air lock and
the engine started after the cus-
tomary fix. My next big test will
show how much the batteries
charge during today�s trip. Then
the charge from land power in
Killarney will be the second test.
If they do not work to my satis-
faction the best way would be to
return to Midland and then pro-
ceed through the TSW home as
planned in September, or we do
not make use of the refrigerator
during the rest of the trip. A
decision should be made around
my son�s visit in Killarney.

This was just the start of an
eventful day. We left our moor-
ing at Kitsilano Bay  (strip chart
2203, Canadian Hydrographic
Service) at 0850. Caren was not
in the best of moods since I had
made some comment around 0530 that I am not getting any
sympathies to release some of my stress. I prepared breakfast,
started the port engine with the floor open in the saloon, in the hope
that the noise would get her up. While the engine was charging the

port battery, I read in PORTS the description of part of the route,
so I would have some feelings of what to expect during the trip to
Henvey Inlet where PORTS had made a suggestion that �The
Flower Pot� bay may make a nice overnight anchorage.

It was probably going to be
the most difficult day so far.
Comments like ��your navi-
gation skill will be put to test�,
This could well be the most
exciting part of your trip if there
is any sea running at all (about
Hangdog Reef area). It is easy
to become confused in this
area�� did not made it easier
for me. Recommendations had
been made to avoid the Hang-
dog Channel by fellow boaters.
Hangdog Channel should only
be a problem if the water level is
below datum. At the present
time we are just about at datum.
So I made the decision to take
this route.

The fun started as we en-
tered the open area exposed to
Georgian Bay after passing the
Pointe au Baril lighthouse.
Caren suggested I take over the
helm and she would assist me in
the navigation. We made the
hairpin turn at RGR buoy and
for the first time since we owned
Snow Mouse we had a sea. We
have a full displacement hull,
originally built as a sailing hull
with a full keel and a draft of
three feet. We rolled! How did
Steinbeck feel? The best place
for him was on the floor of the
aft cabin. We passed Nares Point
and as the sea state decreased

Caren said, �Well we made it.� I replied that is just the start, more
fun is to come! Next followed Hangdog Reef, followed by Hangdog
Channel. I enjoyed the challenge at the helm to the fullest. The boat
handled well, it was very responsive and most all at a comfortable

I

Above: Pointe au Baril, the old barrel is how
the entrance used to be marked and lit at night.

Below: A hairpin turn in the waterway.
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speed of about 7 knots. In some cases the width of the channel was
only a boat�s width!

Then came Alexander Passage and about five miles of open
sea. The waves were about three feet high and you had to hold on
and keep things like cushions in place on the flying bridge. Caren
took over the helm and our GPS performed well even with the full
glare of the sun on the display. We had just passed buoy A116 and
were looking for our next waypoint at buoy A118. We got close to
the Norgate Rocks but no buoy A118! At this point Caren became
very uncomfortable and asked me to take over the helm. All we
could see were shoals spread-out like a maze. I went back to buoy
A116 and tried again. As we arrived at the waypoint where we had
to turn at 90 degrees to starboard, nothing was there except some
breaking waves on shoals. We were all alone and no other boats in
sight.

Caren said lets return from where we came from before the
predicted storm arrives. I said no way we are almost again in
sheltered waters. I consulted some other charts below, tried the
computer with the navigational charts to look for some other buoys
we had seen to the west of us. This did not last long. I grabbed
Caren�s life jacket from the closet on the way to the bridge. I could
not find mine in my rush. I had asked Caren to stay in the vicinity
of A116 and those can buoys we had seen before but were not on
the charts. The weather was not improving at this point and the
forecast called for six foot waves later in the afternoon. I started
again from A116, surveyed the landscape more carefully, not an
easy thing to do with the rolling boat and binoculars.

Suddenly I saw a pipe sticking up on a shoal where previously
the A118 day marker had been. I said I trust my GPS and made the
90-degree right turn. Slowly we inched forward to our next
waypoint, made the gentle turn to port following the direction of
the GPS. Two miles later we came onto buoy A126 and we knew
at that point we had made it. According to the chart we had passed
over shoals at a five foot depth, and probably less, being in the

through of a wave. As we headed towards Danny Island we quietly
congratulated ourselves. A few miles later we heard a transmission
on Channel 16 a boater calling the Coast Guard. We went to
Channel 14 as the CG had instructed the caller and listen to the
conversation. It essentially went like this.

The caller said we are five boats at the location where A118
should be, and there is nothing. The CG answered that is correct,
the buoys have been removed and a new channel set up west of the
Norgate Rocks. Caren and I looked at each other and she said to me
�yes you were right when you said the buoys had been removed.�
Caren then also said that she had thought of calling the Coast
Guard herself to inform them of a missing buoy but it was too
difficult to fight the waves at the helm at the same time as calling
on the radio. Another lesson learned.

After passing through Cunningshams Channel, Caren sug-
gested we go to Sandy Bay to find an anchorage. I concurred since
I was tired and felt I needed a break. The first Bay we tried was too
shallow and on the way out I did bump a submerged rock with the
keel. It was just a bump. One of Caren�s jobs is bow watch when
looking for an anchorage location. The mud I had stirred up on the
lake bottom made it difficult to see obstacles on the way back, out
of the little cove. Caren was not pleased, but mentioned what
Chuck did say �if we do not hit ground sometimes we are just not
boaters!� We found a lovely anchorage in the second bay, all alone.

What a pleasure and relief from the day�s events. It is time for
a drink although the sun is still high in the sky. It was 1400 hours.
Caren cleared up the disarrangement on the boat by up righting and
rearranging the furniture plus picking up items that had been flung
around. We then explored the surroundings on foot. What a lovely
place with all the rounded rocks, but no sand except for the mud at
the bottom of the cove! In the evening, Caren walked Steinbeck on
the rocks and promptly came back when she saw a bear�s behind
just going from a swamp into the woods. At first she thought it was
a dog, but no cottages, thus people for miles, thus no dogs! We went
to bed at 2000 for a well-needed full nights sleep. It was not
supposed to be like that.

At some later time I woke up fighting what I thought was a lone
mosquito. I slapped my head and thought I got that SOB. The noise
repeated itself and I thought I must have a very smart mosquito
here. At this point I noticed that my feet were itching, so was my
shoulder. With all that action Caren woke up too and put the light
on. We did not see just one smart mosquito we saw what looked like
hundreds of them. War was declared and many were squashed
leaving bloody stains on our white but easily cleaned walls. Where
are they coming in? This was the first time in 34 days that they
made it into our boat.

We often had all the windows opened. The edge of the screen
under the hatch was nearly �bug-tight� (we thought). However
these smart little biting and bloodthirsty mosquitoes came through
any crack. We got rid of as many as we could, Caren put a mosquito
coil to work and we moved to the aft stateroom where they were not
present.

This is not a day we want to repeat, but we felt good with the
experience gained.

At peace in �Bear Cove,� Sandy Bay.

Some interesting architecture along the way.
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Classic And Classy:
Michigan�s Emerald Isle

Beaver
Island
Has It All!
by Cynthia Johnson

   eaves are gently falling, Michigan�s first Autumn greeting. 
Downstate it sneaks up in mid to late August rather than September
or October.  It�s a clue to run faster, do more, see more, be more. 
A shove to follow the urge to take the kayak, cabin cruiser, yacht,
raft, balloon or tall ship and get away.   Balloons are called ships
by the way.

Whatever mode of travel you enjoy, especially so at this time
of year, I want to remind you of a place that holds promises and
dreams, where wistful fall comes slower and later in the year.  An
emerald isle full of enchanted history and pristine nature where
Joanne Cashman, manager of the Emerald Isle Hotel says the best,
warmest night swims are in September.

As a boater of many sorts, since I still don�t have a boat of my
own, I rely on information and experience with many sizes of boats
and boaters from all sorts of places.  Lately I garnered data from Jeff
Taylor of Mason, Michigan; an auctioneer, appraiser, event orga-
nizer and boater who loves to frequent Beaver Island from a slip in
Charlevoix as often as possible.

I learned from Jeff and Tall
Ship captains and ferryboats like
the Beaver Islander about how
varied the time slot can be when
approaching Beaver Island.  In
Ireland, Beaver Island�s
sister, they say there is a place
called Fairyland where time
passes differently and a day can
pass serenely in an hour.  Simi-
larly so, on a sunny day with
fair winds and calm seas, one
can cruise from Charlevoix to
the Beaver Archipelago in a half
hour or so.  In high seas, foul
winds or stormy weather it takes
a bit longer.  By the Tall Ship
Manitou from Traverse City it is
a good enjoyable day or so, even

in unfair weather or rain.  Have you ever had a bad day on the boat? 
If so, Beaver Island does have two airports where usually, time on
the plane passes quite the same as in the regular world.

Even a previous 4½ hour ferry trip from Charlevoix to St.
James Harbor in October 2000 was a good day on the boat and so
on this day in early August we made way in a rousting hour and a
half, arriving well ahead of schedule, dazzled by coke-bottle green
waters and sparkling surfaces.

Approaching The Harbor
L45°45�00�N, Lo85°30�44�W

231-448-2300

St. James Harbor is as picturesque as accommodating, inviting
and hospitable and welcomes all vessels on Channel 16.  The
Municipal Yacht Dock has new facilities, a lounge, showers and
a picnic area all attended by the Beaver Island Harbor Master.  He
recently welcomed the Tall Ship Madeline, a mystery tall ship and

North America�s largest Tall
Ship, the Caledonia. 

The Beaver Island Marina
and its owners, Pat and Sheldon
Andersen, also welcome boat-
ers to full service slips with 30
AMP/50 AMP electric, water,
cable TV and permanent tele-
phones, while there are some
slips without full service avail-
able for basic dockage.   Ander-
son offers the only Marina with
both gas and diesel fuel for car
and boat, with pumps at road-
side and gas dock.  Winter and
summer storage, haul out,
launch, pump out, mast step,
hull repair, geo tracker rentals,

L

The Beaver Islander in grand shape at the Municipal Dock, one of the
island's two passenger ferries from Charlevoix.

Photo by SSS

Sunrise at Sucker Point.
Photo by SSS
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a mechanic on duty and a free cup of coffee! 
A ship�s store, bathhouse, laundry facilities, picnic area, ice,

shrink wrap and friendly smiles await you at Pat�s marina, located
on the northern edge of St. James Harbor.  Pat�s geo-trackers are
available at varied rates year-long and are perfect for handling the
islands nature trails and paved roads. 

Both marina�s are within walking distance of Harbor Mar-
ket, a convenience store for
quick supplies and liquor and
McDonough�s Market, a full
service grocery store.  Also
within walking distance, art
galleries and toy museums, gift
shops and historical places, boat
builders, kayak rentals and
hardware.  Well, actually,  ev-
erything and anything is within
walking distance of the ferry
dock and the marinas.  It is
magical.

Should you choose to rent
a vehicle for 4 hours or a day or
more, mini-vans are available
at the airport or ferry or marina
from Pat Anderson or
Gordon�s Auto Clinic year-
round.  Gordon has a full ser-
vice auto repair shop and offers
storage, delivery and snow-
plowing.  Even if you bring your own car over on the ferry, the
island has services to accommodate you and water taxis, ferry tours
and charters to the outer islands.  Again, more information from
boaters, there are places in the outer islands that resemble the
Caribbean.

Places To Go
You can get a book listing all the great places to go on the

island or I recommend proceeding 50 yards or so from the dock to
the Beaver Island Chamber of Commerce.  Steve West, chamber
director has a wealth of pamphlets, information and good cheer to
help you get where you want to, do what you need to and really
enjoy yourself with maps galore.

How about a guided walking tour through one of many natural
communities?   Central Michigan University offers summer courses
on various subjects and 230 acres of Miller�s Marsh to traverse. 

Barney�s Lake Nature Pre-
serve has 120 acres.  Both
have wonderful walks, ani-
mal life to observe and hear
and feature aspects of nature
you just can�t get in the city. 
Nesting loons on Barney�s
Lake provide lovely, haunt-
ing calls.  It is with great hope
and dedication the people of
Beaver�s Island, the Little
Traverse Conservancy and the
State of Michigan remain
dedicated to preserving a rap-
idly dwindling loon popula-
tion.

Saint James Township
Campground on the Isle�s
North end has twelve rustic
sites with pit toilets, hand
pumps and a whole lot of gor-
geous Lake Michigan view. 
Bill Wagner, Peaine Township Campground is seven miles
south of the Harbor with 22 primitive campsites,  similar water
facilities and even more Lake Michigan.  Here is what one young
lady visitor to the Island campground told me:

�Hospitality On Beaver Island�
�I arrived at Beaver Island without a map, pushing my

Schwinn and carrying a seventy-pound pack on my back. After
walking over a mile in the wrong direction, I was picked up by a
friendly local named Rod. He was generous enough to drive me to
the campground I was looking for, two miles from where I had
already walked. The rest of the week, I was treated with the same
generosity by the year-round islanders. My stay at the St. James
campground provided me with more hospitality than most ho-
tels�and proved that kindness is still rampant in hidden corners
of the world.��Melissa, CMU student and future writer of America.

This Emerald Isle is enchanted with beautiful beaches, boun-
tiful forest and unlimited walking trails.  Enticing as it is during
the summer peak season, now is the time to go to really enjoy
nature, fall colors and a peaceful tranquility you won�t find at more
commercially motivated Great Lakes destinations.

As chamber director, Steve West says, �We are different from
that �other island.�  There is no such thing as Beaver Island fudge
and we keep our horses in the fields where they belong!�

St. James Harbor with the town and the marina on the far shore.
Photo by SSS

Unfinished Farms is getting there.
Already you can rent horses for island trail rides and more!

Photo by SSS

The old Beaver Island Gas Dock
is still around, but doesn't see a

lot of use these days...
Photo by SSS

The Beaver Head Lighthouse is
worth the trip to see!

Photo by SSS
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Except in the case of Unfinished Farms, run by island locals,
the McCafferty�s.  Beth and John have almost finished their riding
stables and already offer the luxury of an indoor riding stable where
visitors can take lessons or rent the graceful animals for riding island
nature trails.  You can have guided trail rides, children�s summer
camps, lessons, pony rides and boarding year round.

Yes, the island�s atmosphere holds both natural and exciting
adventure beyond most islands.  Beaver Island Lighthouse School
Grounds hold the foundations of Beaver Head Lighthouse,  one
of  few lighthouses in Michigan you can climb, and about the only
one you can climb anytime of year.  The grounds offer public access
to Lake Michigan, scenic bluff sidewalks, and vistas of the Fox
Islands and mainland.  The keeper�s house is currently undergo-
ing restoration and will be open for tours in the 2003-2004 season.

At Whiskey Point Lighthouse where you view a large white
boathouse when approaching the island, Dick Moehl, President of
the Great Lakes Lighthouse Keepers Association is facilitating a
restoration project in cooperation with St. James township.    Dick,
an energetic volunteer who has dedicated his life to projects like
this is formulating a plan to guide restoration of the entire Point,
including the Township Hall.

Whiskey Point is a lovely spot to enjoy after walking or
bicycling through the downtown area to the Point, and then there
is more lovely beach if you turn the corner to arrive at the East side
for a lovely sunrise and stretch of beach.

Places To Stay
I�m not repeating myself, but just like there is much to enjoy

on Beaver Island, so there are many places of lodging.  Again,
classic, classy and unclassifiable, all are comfortable and clean.

Emerald Isle Hotel: Gracious, peaceful, welcoming and
efficient are all good descriptions of this lovely new hotel and it�s
manager, Joanne Cashman.   Just two half-blocks of island streets
and up the hill are the efficiency units complete with silverware,
dishware, microwave, total kitchen and two queen beds fit for
leprechauns and kings.  Suites have two separate bedrooms with a
queen bed in each, living room/queen sofa bed and a full kitchen
with table for six.  All units have cable TV/VCR and private bath. 
A large conference room is available with full catering and kitchen
available.  The hotel is close to everything, including Daddy
Frank�s famous ice cream parlor and eatery by the sea right across
the street.  This hotel�s atmosphere is total comfort.  With attrac-
tive lobbies on two floors, screens at the windows to welcome
island breezes that come from the harbor view and a welcoming
staff, the Emerald Isle Hotel is one of Lake Michigan�s greatest
treasures.  The backyard picnic tables and bike rentals are quite
nice, too!  Open all year, Emerald Isle Hotel owners can also
accommodate you with a private cabin depending on availability. 
Check their website for more information:
www.emeraldislehotel.com.

Laurain Lodge: With a lovely lighthouse replica in their
garden, Theresa and Larry Laurain welcome guests to modern

daily or weekly fully furnished housekeeping units.    Singles, one
or two bedroom, cable TV, VCR, picnic and play area, and grills;
the delightfully landscaped garden welcomes guests and offers a
12-foot aluminum boat with each room for use on four inland
lakes.  The Laurain is within a short walk to downtown and as with
most lodgings on the island, offers free shuttle to airports or dock.

The Lodge: Just a stone�s throw from Laurain Lodge is The
Beaver Island Lodge with Nina�s Restaurant.   Known for a
lovely shoreline view from the dining room, Nina�s house special-
ties include steaks, prime rib, filet mignon, whitefish specialties,
salmon and lobster.   Also, to go with elegant lodgings and
amenities, escargot, shrimp, artichokes, brie and bruschetta appe-
tizers make The Lodge a luring place for flyers, sailors or landlub-
bers alike.  The seasonal outdoor pool and free continental break-
fast help too.  The Lodge has been �Host to the Island Traveler�
since 1950.

There are a large variety of private cottages, hotels, motels,
cabins, homes and even a Christian Brothers religious retreat
available for rent on the island.  Book early in the summer months,
and plan to enjoy August, September and October in reigning
peace and serenity. 

Cassandra and Terry Faber
enjoy the rustic interior of the Deerfield Lodge.

Photo by SSS

The Laurain Lodge.
Photo by SSS

Deerfield Lodge.
Photo by SSS
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Deerwood: John and Sally Fogg came from Holland with a
dream in their hearts.  Now their hearts are living in the dream and
you can too.  Deerwood is the perfect place to get really away for
a wondrous weekend, a business meeting or better yet, a romantic
retreat.

The 9,000 square foot lodge features six luxury guest suites. 
Built from hand-selected stones and hand-shaped logs, Deerwood
fits gracefully into its natural, secluded and wooded hillside facing
½ mile of Lake Michigan shoreline.

From private screened-in patios attached to gorgeously ap-
pointed rooms, one can enjoy the view of an unspoiled beach and
outer islands to the West.  You will rest on the finest handmade
furniture, cozy into custom-made pillows, duvets, blankets and
Egyptian cotton linens.  Each private bath includes hand-painted
tile, fluffy robes and signature Deerwood bath amenities. 

Each suite bears a name, the Whitetail, Pine, Field and Stream,
Birch, Ceder and the Mighty Oak. Five have whirlpool tubs, three
have gas fireplaces and many windows to view the magnificent
300-acre spread of private forest, nature trails, lakes and loons.

All room rates include a hearty breakfast and afternoon tea in
the Great Room.  You can customize your stay with a five-course
gourmet dinner, a delicious picnic lunch or both, all prepared by
Deborah Harwood, a culinary expert chef.   If that is not enough
relaxation, a massage on your private deck, pedicures, manicures
and facials are available.  Kayaking, Sunset cruises, and trail
riding are a few of the activities offered upon request and reserva-
tion.

The furnishings are unique and attractively designed from
north woods animals and trees.  Don�t be surprised by the full-
sized deer, beaver and wolf in the entryways or the live animals you
may encounter in Deerwood�s deep forest and gardens.    There is
a �rustic elegance dress code� and the environment is set for total
guest privacy.  Policy is set so that Deerwood guests can receive the
most attention, service and hospitality during their stay. 

Dining And Entertainment
Very fine food in a casual, rustic barn combined with warm,

generous hospitality and great service at a reasonable price� Stoney
Acre Grill truly has it all.  Friendly owners Liam and Marilyn
welcomed us with open arms, open hearts and fantastic food.  I had
a Cucumber-Mint Salad with French Feta that tasted like it was just
picked from the garden and the cheese was flown in from France. 
But, that is part of Liam�s philosophy about food, why should it not
be the best you can have? 

Open patio dining, fresh whitefish, burgers, steaks and ribs
with fresh salads and ingredients.  Stoney Acres is a mile or so out
of town so plan on a healthy hike, bike or hitch a ride from the
harbor if you have to, this eating experience at this price is a can�t
miss.  Pop in for daily breakfast or Sunday buffet, lunch or dinner.

The Shamrock: The Shamrock is one classic, Irish, and
classy place of comfort and good food for lunch or dinner. The
service is fantastic, it is right across from the harbor and you�re
welcome even if you ain�t Irish.  One of the oldest establishments
on the Island is this friendly place for drinks, food and honest Irish
entertainment from traveling entertainers and island local folk
heroes with their own published music recordings.

We had lunch on the oak patio and enjoyed the company of
Erin Murphy and her buddies who welcomed us in true Irish
fashion with a few jokes, a photo op and fun. 

It�s not Lake Woebegone but Garrison Keillor could have
written about it.  The people are all friendly, the children are as
decent as children can be, everyone waves and everyone is hard at
work for their personal dream on Beaver Island.  You can no more
have a bad day on Beaver Island as have a bad day on the boat.

Many of the residents are of Irish descent, just as many are
not.  The island was originally inhabited by Native Americans,
then settled by Irish fishermen in the early 1800s.  By the middle
1800s Mormons led by James Jesse Strang discovered and popu-
lated the island.  A self-proclaimed King, Strang was murdered
and his followers left the island.  Irish immigrants flocked to the

The Shamrock with Erin Murphy and her brothers.
How very Irish!

Photo by SSS

The Stoney Acre Grill.
Photo by SSS

 The cabin that was home to Protar (Friedreich Parrot) is
on the National Registry Of Historic Places.

Note the 200-year-old Cedar Tree!
Photo by SSS
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isle, fishermen and loggers until tourism and construction re-
placed other industries in the late 1950s.

Yet that is only the brief history of the many faces and places
of this gentle, beautiful island. 

Things To Do
Protar�s Tomb is a short ride away from Protar�s Home, this

rustic two-story original and restored log cabin.  The home is
registered with the National Historic Register and the story goes
like this.  Friedreich Parrot was a scientist from Latvia.  In 1853,
his theater actor career ended and he moved from Chicago to
Beaver Island, changing his name to Fred Porter, transposed to
Protar, on public records,  where he appointed himself family
doctor for the island residents.  He was a gentle and kindly soul
who genuinely doctored and healed the residents so well, they
honored his memory with this great tomb.

The Inland Seas School of Kayaking conducts sea kayak
classes and tours starting from $43 with certified guides, profes-
sional equipment and years of experience.  For sporting goods,
beach needs, bikes, canoes, sailboats, pedal boats and camp gear
try Lakesports & Paradise Bay Gifts.  Paradise Bay Dive Shop
offers scuba certification, underwater navigation, wreck diving,
snorkeling and various specialty diving opportunities and sunset
cruises.

The Island has tennis courts, playgrounds, baseball and soccer
fields, miles of GPS-mapped trails, inland lakes, State Forest,

historical sites, wildlife sanctuary and lots more.   Here are a few
special events you might like to try:
Museum Week�Beaver Island History, Music on the Porch, Pet
Show, Art Show and lots of other events: Mid-July.
4th of July means kids carnival, parade and fireworks over the
harbor.
Homecoming� when islanders bring back the next generation for
review, when ball teams invade the island for competition for
tournament and a time for all to celebrate: Early August.
Bite Of Beaver Island�See what the best professional and
amateur island chefs offer and sample a wide variety of food from
locals and restaurants.  October 4, 2003

Taking Your Leave
My favorite moments on the Island were filled with scenic

views of Lake Michigan and Barney�s Lake.  Best of all was a
meandering jaunt over abandoned trails and the quiet, quiet, quiet
of night breezes.

In all my travels, Beaver Island is the destination that leaves
soft footprints on my heart.  Maybe they are little shamrocks from
my Welsh-English island ancestry or spirits and voices from
Beaver Islands many ancestors. 

On the islands ancient two-tracks, lined with moss and
ancient, overgrown forest, you too will be reminded of the great
vastness of the Great Lakes and all the beauty they hold.  Please be
reminded to cherish it, value it and above all, help preserve us all. 
Long ago, it was greater than we can imagine.

On The Web
www.beaverisland.org
www.beaverisland.info �a beautiful print magazine with gor-
geous cover shots!
www.beaverislandtour.com
northernislander@biip.net �keep abreast of island happenings
with monthly island news.

Protar's Tomb on the island
Photo by SSS

A close-up of the plaque on Protar's Tomb...
Yup! That's him!

Photo by SSS

Tell Your Friends About Us!
Tell Our Advertisers

You Saw It Here!

www.greatlakescruiser.com
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Superior,
Wisconsin�
Superb Destination!
by Bruce Jenvey

   t the head of the lakes is a bustling, culturally rich, recre-
ational playground of a destina-
tion with a history that could
keep you walking the streets
and looking at old pictures until
spring.  It�s right there, waiting
for you in Lake Superior�s most
western end and it�s filled with
freighters, museums, attrac-
tions, trendy pubs and a vaca-
tion you will never forget.  I
could be talking about the fine
city of Duluth, Minnesota� but
I�m not!  While it is indeed all
these wonderful things� too,
I�m talking about the �other�
head of the lakes city, the other
city in that same harbor, even
though it�s a whole state away.

Confused?  Let�s clear it
up:  Superior, Wisconsin.  At
one time, the city of Superior
was the town everyone thought
of as the head of the lakes, the
destination for all those freight-
ers, the one and only king of
commerce on the northern lakes.
Duluth was not much more than
an afterthought in those early
days.  But times change and so
do freighter channels and one
city�s gain can be the other city�s
blessing.  Now, I�ll bet you�re
hopelessly confused.  Good!
We�ll clear that up in the next

few pages, I promise, but not before I�ve convinced you to visit
Superior� for the time of your
life!  Let�s get started!

Approaching The
Harbor

Superior, Wisconsin is in
the most western reaches of Lake
Superior where the St. Louis
River meets the big water.  In
fact, the city shares the same
harbor with the city of Duluth,
across the river, and over in the
next state of Minnesota.  There
are no significant navigational
hazards in this end of the lake
except the shore and the ever-
moving fleet of freighters that
come and go from this busy,
international port.  The water
runs deep and clear and the ships
run on a schedule.  You�ll do
best to keep your eyes on the
horizon every few minutes.

At the end of the lake, lies
the world�s largest, fresh-water
sand bar; Minnesota Point.  This
is a naturally-occurring deposit
of sand caused by the slowing of
the river currents as they meet
the lake.  They just happen to
form a perfect breakwater to
protect the entire harbor from

A
The Superior Entry Light

Marks your way into
Superior Harbor

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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the Nor�easters that can rip down the �funnel� at this end of the
lake.

For many years there was only one entrance through this sand
bar: the Superior Channel near the bar�s southern end.  It�s framed
by two, stone breakwalls that stretch out perpendicular from the
sand bar a short distance into the lake.  The outermost end of the
southern breakwall is marked by an historic and uniquely designed
lighthouse, The Superior Entry Light  (L46º42.6�N,
Lo92º00.3�W).  It flashes green every 5 seconds and can been seen
for 22 miles on a clear night.  This is in part due to the fact that the
light is 70-feet above the water in a cylindrical concrete tower top
an unusual, oval shaped main lighthouse structure.  There is also
a horn for times of limited visibility.  The north breakwall is lit, too,
but its quick-flashing red light is only visible for a mere 6 miles.

Once between the main breakwalls, there is an inner set of
channel walls marked with a pair of isophased red and green lights,
respectively, once past these lights, you are over the bar and into
the harbor.

An interesting geographical footnote is in order here.  Even
though you are well south of the mouth of the St. Louis River, the
traditional boundary between Wisconsin and Minnesota, the bound-
ary jogs south through the southern end of the harbor and out
through this entrance.  Yes, you came in right on the state line with
the lighthouse in the state of Wisconsin and the red light across the
very same channel, being over in Minnesota.  It�s an interesting
point and one that at least will grab the kid�s attention for a few
minutes, anyway.

Cruises and Conferences 2003

Call for information
Great Lakes Lighthouse Keepers Association

231-436-5580

Great Lakes Lighthouse Museum
P. O. Box 39

Mackinaw City, MI 49701
231-436-3333

Boats at the well-protected and luxurious Barker's Island Marina.
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

A successful day at the Charter Dock on Barker's Island!
Actually, these guys left on one of the charter boats and came back,

but this is where your fishing adventure begins.
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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You can also enter the harbor through the Duluth Channel to
the north where the famous lift bridge is, but since this story is
about Superior, let�s do it the old fashioned way!  Note: For an
interesting story on how that north entrance came to be, pull out
your Back Issue CDs and see the July, 2002 issue about Duluth and
�The Great Canal Race Of 1871.�

Places To Stay
The only transient dockage in Superior is at the Barker�s

Island Marina (1-800-826-7010).  But you�re in luck because in
Superior, the only facility in town also happens to be one of the
nicest in all the lakes!  To find them, enter the harbor, hang a right
and follow the buoys to your north-northwest.  First you�ll pass Red
�4� with a flashing light every four seconds, then you will come to
Red �2� which is a quick red.  At that point, immediately to your
port, you should see the pair of red and green, lighted buoys that
mark the entrance to the channel.  Follow the lights as they curve
to your right behind the island and you have arrived.  The marina
monitors VHF Channel 16.

This is a very modern, full-service, more, resort-like facility.
They have all the important kinds of fuel, pumpouts, a launch
ramp, 30- and 50-amp dockside electricity, showers, laundry, ice,
a store, a host of repairs, a 30-ton hoist and they take most major

credit cards, too.  There are more facilities right here, but they are
part of the island and not private to the marina but you will not hurt
for picnic grounds, play grounds, green grounds, hiking trails and
charter fishing, tennis, volleyball, basketball, sailboat rentals and
untold other activities.

You are about to find out that Superior is a destination full of
drawbacks and perhaps this marina is the biggest drawback of
them all: You could have such a good time right here you could
forget to visit the rest of the town!  But you have to live a little, take
control, branch out and spread your good time around a little!
Seriously, the Barker Island Marina is one of the most beautiful
and best-kept facilities I have ever seen and it is truly a joy to stay
here.  Enough said.

But perhaps Superior is just too far away for you to discover by
boat.  If you came by land yacht, you are going to want a few
suggestions for places to rent a bed.  For a complete listing, please
contact the folks at the Superior-Douglas County Convention &
Visitors Bureau at 1-800-942-5313 or visit the website at
www.visitsuperior.com.  The area offers everything from luxury

resorts to small motels of great economy� and everything in
between!

However, one I just have to mention is the Barker�s Island
Inn & Conference Center (1-800-344-7515).  This is right on the
island, features everything from an indoor pool with sauna and hot
tubs to Jacuzzi-suites, a restaurant (The Galley, serving all three
meals a day), meeting rooms and a whole lot more!  This is another
one of those �drawbacks� that could keep you so entertained you
forget to see the rest of town!

Places To Eat
I always judge a harbor on how good it tastes!  You�ve got

nothing if you don�t have good food.  But Superior has that, too.  If

Downtown Superior,
home to shops and eateries for you to explore.

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

Fine dining has many locations in Superior, this is the famed
Hammond Steak House.

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

That Lake Superior is a heck of a water trap!
Golf is big in the area with several, world-class courses.

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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you managed to eat your way past the marina restaurant, and the
Galley at Barker�s Island Inn, there�s a host of fine food and a
collection of doggie bags waiting for you here.

Without a doubt, one �Don�t Miss!� while you are here is the
Hammond Steak House on North 5th Street in the main part of
town.  The name says it all but know that this is one of the best-
known steakhouses in the northland with a reputation for quality
fine dining your grandparents could probably tell you about.  Put
this place at the top of your list and enjoy!

Another popular eatery in town is Eddie�s on East 4th Street.
While no one named Eddie runs it today, this place has a tradition
as being the place for rib lovers.  If you like ribs at all, you must have

dinner here and find out what the best ribs you probably have ever
had, really taste like.  If you don�t like ribs, it�s entirely your loss,
but they also are famous for salmon, and have a bunch of other truly
great entrees.  There is also a full bar on the premises and there�s
a children�s menu, too.  This is casual dining (you can�t eat ribs
with your pinky sticking out!) and the whole family is welcome.

Up on Tower Street in the north part of town, you will find a
number of pubs, taverns and other eateries.  If you�re in the Irish
mood, O�Neill�s Pub is up there between K-Marts and Jubilee in
the Midtown Plaza.  This is pub grub and adult beverages in the
traditional sense� and a taste of home wherever you come from.

Mama Get�s Restaurant is also located on Tower Street and
offers everything from burgers to Mexican, to Lake Superior Fish
and regional favorites in a smoke-free environment.  They also
have a modest wine list and serve a number of popular beers and
their own microbrews.  Believe it or not, there�s also a kid�s menu
(sans the beers) and games, too.  It�s a nice atmosphere with lots
of good food to choose from. Catch the live acoustic music on
Wednesday nights.  Mama Get�s Restaurant, you gets good food!

The Anchor Bar & Grill is just down Tower Street from
Mama Get�s and is a whole lot more than just a nautical-themed
pub.  Yes they have imported beers and micro-brews, but this is the
absolute, definitive place in town for the famed bar burger and
fries!  I�m talkin� homemade fries and a truly unique burger menu
for a lunch or dinner (or both) you will long remember.  All patrons
here must be 21 or accompanied by a legal guardian.

Grizzly�s Grill N Saloon is at 3405 Tower and is famous for
their �fun� atmosphere.  They serve up a good selection of
everything from steaks to pasta and can easily accommodate larger
groups.  It�s casual dining, good drinks and a good time for all.

Gronk�s Grill And Bar on East Second Street is the home of
the one-pound burger.  Such opulence and culinary extravagance,
you just can�t stand it!  That�s to say nothing of their homemade
pizza and Chicago-Style Hot Dogs� don�t ask!  Just pull up a chair
and enjoy!

Finally, I have to close off the dining section with two,
competing establishments specializing in PIZZA� the Italian
(and American) staff of life.  Both are on Tower Street, Vintage
Italian Pizza (715-392-5555) at 1222 Tower and the Shamrock
Bar & Pizza (715-394-9913) located at 5825 Tower.  Both are well
known for their pizza and where good pizza is found, so are happy
Cruisers!  Enjoy!

Things To Do
Here, I don�t know where to start, really.  But I think I will start

at the marina on Barker�s Island simply, because that is where your

Duluth Pottery's historic setting.
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

This shot inside Duluth Pottery should show you why it's
such a popular shopping stop for visitors!

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

The Antique Mall is filled with treasures and surrounded by tradition.
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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boat is.  Again, this is a place of drawbacks.  There is so much to
do and see on this island, you could easily forget to visit the rest of
town!  But let�s take that risk and start looking at what the island
offers.

First, it offers a rich and interesting history.  It wasn�t always
here!  There seems to be a mixture of fact and fable here, local
legends not withstanding, but beneath anything you could call,
�legend,� there seems to be a good amount of truth.

Back in 1885, the businessmen of Superior invited a young
Captain Charles Barker to come to town.  Superior was already an
established and prosperous lake port with a small collection of
�Barons� living large along its bay-front road.  When I say
�Barons,� I mean lumber barons, railroad barons, shipping barons,
mining barons� this community has seen them all during one
boom or other.  But in 1885, the harbor was at a crossroads and
needed work.  It needed expansion to accommodate more and
bigger ships and that meant dredging and major construction.  The
town called on Captain Barker to make those improvements.

Despite his young age, Captain Barker was already well
known throughout the lakes for taking on and completing such
monumental projects.  He was a contractor for the improvement
and enlargement of the Erie Canal when he was in his early
twenties.  After that, he was placed in charge of the expansion of

the Sault Ste. Marie Ship Canal.  Captain Barker came to Superior
with some impressive credentials, indeed!

Now, when someone dredges, one needs a place to dump the
dredge� in those days, a primarily sand and gravel, pollution-free
mass of bottom stuff.  Legend has it that the dredgings were
dumped here due to a feud between Barker and a man named
Martin Pattison.

Pattison was a wealthy lumber baron, in fact he controlled all
the lumber used in this project.  He was also on the improvement
committee and did I mention, he was also mayor of the town at the
time.  The legend is that Pattison kept upping the price of lumber
at terribly inconvenient times for Barker, who was trying to bring
a project in on time and budget.  In protest, Barker dumped all the
dredgings in front of Pattison�s private home, Fairlawn, the big
Victorian Mansion you can see from the island just over on the
mainland.  While many contend the feud is a legend, personally,
I find it very odd that the harbor dredgings would all be dumped
right here, virtually on the front lawn of the most powerful man in
town, ruining his view and open water access� and with his
blessing!

But whatever the reason, Barker built this island as a by-
product of the harbor improvement project and it was even added
to in other dredging and improvement programs since.  What this
gave the people of Superior, was an unexpected recreational haven.

The island has often been called the Coney Island of Lake Superior
and has been home to gardens, picnic grounds, and recreational
use for over a hundred years now.  Yes, there have been bad times
when traffic and access were limited, but today, it has never been
a more beautiful playground than at any time in its history.

You can do all kinds of things here, from hiking to swimming
to Frisbee to picnicking� you can lay under large trees and watch
the clouds drift by� and this is all the free stuff!  If you want to
wake up, and get in motion, there�s even more on Barker�s Island
to do.  Let�s start with charter fishing.  It�s so popular here, there
is even a docking area on the island strictly for charter fishing
operators.  It�s right next to the marina and any charter you book
departs and returns here.  Just to name a couple, there�s the Lady
KDK Charters (1-888-724-1264 or www.kdkcharters.com), and
the Rusty Duck (1-877-726-7775 or www.rustyduck.net).  Both
are fully licensed and can take you for a day or a half day of your
kind of fishing from backwater river spots to the open water.  For
a complete listing, contact the chamber number above.

Now for something completely different!  How about a harbor
tour?  This is a fascinating harbor to watch with all the giant
freighters and other craft coming and going.  You could go out
there in your own boat but wouldn�t it be nice to be able to sit back

On the northern end of Barker's Island, you can catch one
of the Vista Boats for a delightful harbor Cruise.

That's the Meteor in the background.
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

The historic Meteor, the very last of MacDougall's Whaleback
freighters.  This shot clearly shows the boat's "snubbed nose" that

earned them the nickname: Pig Boats.
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

Another shot of the Meteor, this angle clearly showing the
rolled topsides that were great for cargo, hard on the crew!

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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and leave the driving and the navigating to someone else?  And
while you�re at it, wouldn�t it be nice to have someone else bring
you food and drink and even narrate the trip for you so that you
knew what the hey it was you were looking at?  Doesn�t that sound
better?  Well, get yourself over to the northern end of Barker�s
Island and buy yourself a ticket aboard one of the Vista Cruises
(218-722-6218).  They�ve got just plain old cruises, lunch cruises,
weekend brunch cruises, moonlight pizza cruises, and even dinner
cruises serving up prime rib and Italian herb chicken.  The scenery
is pretty good, too!  Put this one your �Don�t Miss!� list!

Right next to the Vista Docks is another absolutely, positively
�Don�t Miss!� attraction:  The SS Meteor Museum Ship (715-
392-5742, 715-394-5712 or www.superiorpublicmuseums.org).
Yes, there are other old freighters turned museum ship throughout
the Great Lakes.  In fact, the Irwin is just across the harbor in
Duluth.  What makes the Meteor truly special is what it was� and
what it has survived to become!  You see, this is a Whaleback
freighter.  For those of you unfamiliar with this phrase, a little
background history is in order.

Whaleback freighters were designed and built by Captain
Alexander McDougall right here in Superior, Wisconsin in the late
1800s (the Meteor came down the ways in 1896).  They had a
unique hull design with �wrap-around topsides� and a blunt,
elevated nose that also earned them the name of �Pig Boats� due
to their uncanny resemblance to such farm animals.  The design
was intended to be extremely seaworthy, shaking off waves and

Lake Superior storms that claimed many other, lesser vessels.  And
they were!  But in such conditions, they wallowed and rolled to
such extremes that crews became difficult to find.

Eventually, this breakthrough design went the way of the
Zeppelin and production ceased.  Over time, there were no
Whalebacks left� except one!  You see, the Meteor is not only a
genuine, time traveling Whaleback, she is also the very last of her
kind in existence!  This makes her a rare and precious commodity
and a piece of history you and your crew simply have to visit.  This
is yet another of those Superior downfalls I warned you about.
Look where we�ve taken you and you haven�t even left the island
yet!  But off all such �faults,� a visit to the Meteor will be one of
the highlights of your stay.

Right next to the Meteor is the Galliard, the last steam-
operated dredge to serve on the Great Lakes and only recently
retired by the Army Corps Of Engineers.  It is in the process of
preservation by volunteers and your donations.  I�m certain on your
visit here, you will find a donation jar sitting someplace.  This
would be a good place to lighten your pockets a little�

And as long as you are here, also take time to visit the Edmund
Fitzgerald Memorial. Remember, this was the Ftiz�s last port of
call before sailing off into that November storm back in 1975.  Her
frequent visits to this harbor earned her a special place in the hearts
of the community and this memorial honors the �Queen Of The
Lakes.�

OK, let�s get off this island and see what else there is to see!
And why not start with the obvious?  That big mansion behind the
Island that I talked about is actually a public museum and tours are
available year round.  This is Fairlawn Mansion (715-394-5712
or www.superiorpublicmuseums.org) and was once the home of
lumber/mining baron and three-time mayor of Superior, Martin
Pattison.  This is a 42-room, Queen Anne Victorian home that is
opulently decorated and still in the process of a grand restoration.
The first floor is pretty well done and clearly shows how the
Victorian Era wealthy lived their daily lives.  Upper floors are still
a work in progress and did I mention, the building is also the home
of the local historical society.  This is a great stop on a winter
cruising adventure.  At the holidays, the home is decorated in full
Victorian splendor and open to the pubic.  It truly is a sight to
behold!

Now, let�s go where most people go first and I should have
taken you first had this destination not been filled with so many
downfalls and distractions along the way.  You really should get
over to the Superior/Douglas County Visitors Center located at
305 Harbor View Parkway.  This is easy to find, Harbor View

Fairlawn Mansion.
This is the 42-room, Queen-Anne, Victorian-Era private residence of
Martin Pattison, three-time Mayor of Superior as well as lumber and

mining baron.  Today, the mansion is open as a museum and puts on a
spectacular decorations display at the holidays.

Too bad about the view...
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism

The Old Firehouse And Police Museum on the southern edge of town.
Note the hose-drying tower on this historic building's front corner.

Today, the building houses antique fire and police equipment as well
as the Wisconsin Firefighters and Police Hall Of Fame.

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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Parkway is the same road that Fairview Mansion is on, that runs
along the shore on the mainland.  When you come off the island,
you hang a right instead of a left and it�s a short distance up on your
left.  You can walk right in and find all kinds of valuable
information on the area and it�s attractions.  Besides all kinds of
folders and fliers, be sure you pick up their two, Historical
Walking Tour booklets.

One covers the homes and other sites in the old Central Park
Neighborhood.  That�s practically outside the door where you are
now so go and take the camera and get some pictures but please
remember: These are all private residences to this day and while
the current residents feel proud that you want a picture of their
home, please respect their privacy and do so from the sidewalk.
This is where the famous and wealthy of Superior�s early days lived
and many of the structures are on the National Registry Of Historic
Places.

The other walking tour takes you through the downtown
district or Business Improvement District (BID) past a consider-
able number of historic storefronts and businesses.  Here, most are
open for customers so come on in and take a few pictures while you
shop!  In the Superior of today, the general mercantile and other
such establishments have been replaced by eclectic shops, antique
dealers, booksellers and other modern merchants you will enjoy
shopping with.  Again, many structures on the list are on the
National Registry Of Historic Places.  Enjoy.

Once you have loaded up with maps, brochures and walking
tour guides, you are bound to notice something very unusual about
the Visitor Center�s building� first, what�s that airplane doing in
here?  And those other displays?

Surprise!  The Visitors Center is just a counter within the
Richard I. Bong World War II Heritage Center (715-392-7151
or www.bongheritagecenter.org).  And what is this place?  This is
a museum/war memorial dedicated to all those who fought, died,
worked and waited during the war that defined the modern world.
This is where you can see the efforts and the struggles of the
�Generation That Saved The World.�  That large airplane in the
center is a genuine, fully restored, P-38 Lightning or �twin tailed
devil� as our enemies often called it.  It was one of the most
breakthrough and advanced aircraft of its day and this one is
painted to represent the one flown by the most famous man to ever
take the controls of one of these things, America�s Ace of Aces,
(and hometown hero) Dick Bong.

The most striking thing about this aircraft is the nose art.  We
are all familiar with the colorful, animated nose art of the aircraft
of WWII.  But this plane sports an over-sized black and white
photograph and the name �Marge.�  Right next to Marge, you�ll
see a whole bunch of little Japanese flags.  Marge was Dick Bong�s
sweetheart and he flew his �Marge� in the South Pacific where he
shot down 40 enemy planes and was presented the Congressional
Medal Of Honor.  At that point (December 1944), the War
Department rotated this national hero home where he immediately
married the real Marge.  Tragically, Dick Bong was killed just six
months later, in August 1945 while test piloting the USA�s first jet
fighter plane.  This museum represents a lot of hopes and dreams,
joy and tears� both historic and modern day.  I think you�ll find
a donation jar sitting around this place, too.  If not, ask where it is.

One more museum you have to see is on the south edge of town,
two blocks west of Harbor View Parkway on 23rd Street.  The neat
part about this museum is that the building itself is part of the
display!  This is The Old Firehouse & Police Museum (715-394-
5712) and is open seasonally for self-guided tours.  The building
is a brick firehouse that was build in 1898 to replace a wooden
firehouse on this same site that had been ironically lost to fire just
two years before.  The building is pretty impressive!  It even has a
fully intact hose tower� not many of those left in this modern
world.  For those not acquainted with the finer points of Victorian
Era firefighting, hoses were still, for the most part, canvas and if
put away wet, would rot.  Therefore, every firehouse was equipped
with a hose tower where their hoses could be hung from tower top
to ground level, and drip dry!  Inside, this magnificent old building
houses both fire and police relics of by gone eras as well as a more
recent addition: the state�s Firefighter And Police Hall Of Fame is
here now, too.  Here you can not only see the very best of
Wisconsin�s bravest, but you can also see the equipment with
which they earned their place in the hall of fame!

Taking Your Leave
There�s a lot about Superior I will have to let you discover for

yourself.  There�s golf courses, nearby state parks with picturesque
waterfalls, pristine beaches and a complete system of trails through-
out the area that are maintained for year-round use.  There truly is
a lot to see in this lesser known, head of the lakes.  But one more
thing you might want to see, is an event more than an attraction.
You might want to schedule your visit in August to coincide with
the annual Dragon Boat Festival.  This is priceless!  It raises
considerable money for charity by allowing relatively inexperi-
enced participants to team up in a rowing/paddling race in long,
colorful, �dragon boats.�  Have you ever seen the inexperienced
compete on the rowing team?  It isn�t pretty, but it�s pretty darn
entertaining!  Despite their own best efforts, someone crosses the
line first and everybody wins.  This is the last of those drawbacks
I�m going to tell you about in this story.  An event, and a destination
like this, will draw you back to visit again and again�

Dragon Boats!
Wild colored boats with less-than experienced, local crews make this

the most entertaining, charity festival of the summer season!
Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism
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Barrie,
Off The
Beaten Path�
by John Kenneth Bruce

   have visited the Trent-Severn Waterway, on and off, for
years and years.  It�s a whole different world of Great Lakes
Cruising and should be treated like a 6th Great Lake.  After all, this
is the waterway that connects Lake Ontario directly with Lake
Huron�s Georgian Bay making it entirely possible to boat around
the Ontario Peninsula!  It�s a system of rivers, lakes and locks that
leads you through farmlands, cottage country, rustic wilderness�
and in some cases, through a couple of well-populated cities!

However, so many people I meet who have done the TSW,
seem to think they are on such a schedule.  This is pleasure boating
and shouldn�t be done on a �if this is Tuesday, this must be�� kind
of time frame.  When you do that, you may miss the best parts of
the destinations you do visit, and you may miss some of the best
destinations altogether.  This is one of those stories.

Barrie, is to say the least, off the beaten path of most TSW
Cruisers.  Near the western end of the waterway, people are either
just getting started on their adventure and rushing to get some-
where� or they are near the end of their time limits and are
rushing to complete the system.  When they enter famed Lake
Simcoe, they cut through on the shortest route along the northern

edge and get from Kirkfield to Lake Couchiching, or the other way
around.

But what if� what if you made a little extra time and reached
down into the southwest corner of this lake, down to the furthest
end of the long narrows known as Kempenfelt Bay.  There, you
would certainly be off the beaten path most of the �Harvey
Wallbangers� (inexperienced houseboat campers) take, and there,
you would find that bright spot they call the city of Barrie.  Let�s
get started!

Approaching The Harbor
As usual, because this is a TSW destination I won�t give you

Lats and Longs because you should be watching the shore and the
traffic, not electronic navigation devices. However, since this is a
sizable lake (about the size of Detroit�s Lake St. Clair), I think I can
help you out a little.

First of all, don�t attempt this trip at all without current
Canadian charts!  You can find out where to get these and anything
else you need from that helpful, non-profit organization known as

I

The City of Barrie poses a striking skyline
at the end of Kempenfelt Bay.
Photo by The City Of Barrie
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the Friends of the Trent-Severn Waterway (1-800-663 BOAT).
They are an organization similar to us in that they are dedicated to
preserving the waterway, in part, by encouraging tourist dollars to
come and stay.  They have all the information you could want and
if they don�t, they can point you in the right direction.

Another tool I highly recommend you take with you on this
adventure is the Ontario Travel Guides� book: The Trent-Severn
Waterway, Boating And Road Guide.  This is a roughly 5�x7�
paperback book that will fit in your glove box or chart kit with ease.
But it�s packed with detailed information about dockage, restau-
rants, attractions and more, that you will find along the entire
length of the waterway.  It�s also laid out in a logical �what�s next�
format and it�s only a few bucks.  You can buy it at destinations
along the way but it would be a great help in planning your trip so
call the publishers at 1-800-324-6052 and get yours before you go.
You won�t regret it!

Now, Barrie is in the southwest region of this wide shallow
lake, at the far end of Kempenfelt Bay.  The entrance to the bay is
marked by Big Bay Point, a projection of land (very approximately,
L44.4ºW, Lo79.5ºW) that sets the bay apart from the rest of the
lake.  Keep the point off to your left and enter the bay.  Follow the
shores, left and right, down to the end you can not miss the good
sized city of 100,000 where you run out of water.

This is a long reach� keep the kids busy looking for the local
mascot, Kempenfelt Kelley, the local sea monster.  Few below
drinking age have ever seen her out here, but she will keep the
young ones occupied for a little longer.  However, if you don�t see
her on the water, she is known to appear around town from time to
time, especially at local festivals�

Places To Stay
The only transient dockage in town is at the City Of Barrie

Marina (705-739-4218 or VHF Channel 68) located at, again,
very approximately L44.38ºN, Lo79.69ºW.  This is a beautiful, full
service marina with gas, pumpouts, showers, hydro (Canadian
electricity), all in a park-like setting.  In fact, the entire shore of the
bay in town is rimmed with an aesthetic walkway and is really, a
long, narrow, horseshoe-shaped park!

If you decided to come in the off-season by land yacht, there
are lots of shoreside facilities to welcome you.  Just about every
major chain of hotel and motel is represented here as well as those
with lots of local flavor.  Prices range from �very economical� to
�luxury accommodation� so you are certain to find something to fit
your needs.  You can get a complete listing from the local tourism
folks, Barrie Tourism at 1-800-668-9100 or visit the web page at
www.barrietourism.on.ca.

When I travel by land yacht, I always prefer the ambience of
a local bed & breakfast establishment so I will list a handful for you
here, but understand this is a busy city with lots of accommoda-
tions� this is just a sampling!

The Camelot Guest House B&B (705-739-0193) is located
at 34 Kempenfelt Drive, just across from the water and the Trans
Canada Hiking Trail (don�t get carried away).  They have central
air, a hot tub, TV and Internet in every room.  This is a non-
smoking B&B, children 8 years and older, please and while you are
welcome to bring your pet, know that a dog and cat (aptly named

The City Of Barrie Marina is right in the heart of town,
near the foot of historic Dunlop Street.

Photo by The City Of Barrie

Another shot of the modern facilities in the marina.
Look!  What's that giant... "thing" lurking in the trees?

Photo by The City Of Barrie

That "giant thing" is the Spirit Catcher, a native-inspired sculpture
that reflects Barrie's First Nation heritage.

Photo by The City Of Barrie
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Camelot and Guenevere) are already in residence.
Richmond Manor B&B (705-726-7103) is a charming,

1911-era, ivy-covered Georgian town home located at 16 Blake
Street near the historic downtown area.  Children are welcome, but
no smoking and no pets (maybe if you put a hat on �em and called
them �Jim�� no, no pets).

The Gwen Cameron Cottage (705-730-5518) at 84 Sunnidale
Road offers country living in the city with a very nice, turn-of-the-
century atmosphere.  No smoking, please and no pets as there is
already one in residence.

The Cozy Corner B&B (705-739-0157) is at 2 Morton
Crescent in an elegant home in the heart of town.  They have
spacious rooms, queen beds, ensuite bathrooms, Jacuzzi, fireplace,
a/c private TVs, Superb breakfasts with their chef in residence.  No
smoking or pets, please.

Finally, there�s the Bayview B&B (705-735-6582) at 32
Kempenfelt Drive right on the water and the closest B&B to
downtown.  They have King and Queen beds, open breakfast and
private baths.  No smoking or pets, please.

As I said, there are lots of other accommodations in town and
if you are willing to stay more than walking distance to the business
district, your options increase significantly.

Places To Eat
Remember, this is a city of 100,000 and host to all kinds of

festivals and other tourist attractions.  They have many restaurants
to choose from including fast food chains and eclectic bistros to
neighborhood pubs and top notch, fine dining establishments.

Kempenfelt Bay is lined with parks and a biking/hiking trail that
bring this beautiful waterfront directly to the people.

Photo by The City Of Barrie

Barrie's waterfront parks are an adventure in themselves.
Photo by The City Of Barrie
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food and beverage from around the world.  It�s all organized by
�gates� with a travelin� theme and really, it�s a lot of fun!  They are
open seven days a week, 8AM to 11PM.

The Town & Country Steakhouse (705-726-5241) is located
in the historic section of downtown at 76 Dunlop Street West.
Recently renovated, this cozy, family-run, traditional steakhouse
has been here for over thirty years.  They are fully licensed and have
a wine list of over 150 vintages.  Steaks, seafood, prime rib and
more!

Another eatery in downtown you are sure to enjoy is Shirley�s
Bayside Grille (705-735-0035) at 150 Dunlop Street East.  This
is good food, good wine and good company� what more can I say?

Finally, how can you not talk about a place called The Yummy
House (705-733-9288) located at 320 Yonge Street.  This is unique
Asian food with lots of noodles!  Chinese� Japanese� Korean,
they have it!

Again, there are lots of other places to explore, fast food, chain
restaurants, one-of-a-kind bistros� Barrie has it all.  Just follow
your nose and explore!

Things To Do
Barrie is not your typical tourist town by any means what so

ever!  This is actually the local seat for the fine arts with galleries
and other venues to explore.  At the top of your list, put the
MacLaren Art Center (705-721-9696), a truly magnificent build-

ing bringing fine art to the people of the community and the
surrounding area.  You�ll find them at 37 Mulcaster Street in the
heart of downtown. Admission is free.  You may also find
sculptures and other works of art they have help orchestrate
scattered at various venues around the community.  Keep your eyes
open, art is everywhere in Barrie!

More of the arts can be enjoyed at any of Barrie�s several
theater venues. The Gryphon Theatre (705-728-4613), located
on the campus of Georgian College in town, presents a full season
of professional theater including programs for the summer and for
kids only.  Presentations vary from music to live theater but are
always of quality and interest.  Delightfully culture-bound is a local
favorite, Wingfield and a cast of wacky neighbors portray life as
they know it, and you will love it!

Theatre On The Bay (705-735-9243) is Barrie�s first
Shakespeare company and performs in a large tent� on the
bayfront!  They also present other performers and attractions but
this is really, �grassroots� theater at its best!

Two more I�ll briefly mention are the Talk Is Free Theatre

Again, visit the Tourism Office for a complete listing, but there are
a few I feel I just have to mention.

Let�s start with perhaps one of the greatest breakfast spots I
have ever seen!  The Copper Kettle is located in the heart of the
downtown area at 82 Dunlop Street East.  Only open between 8AM
and 5PM, they have a fine lunch menu but for breakfast, eight
pages, yes, I said eight pages of mouthwatering morning meals
including some truly fine Belgian Waffles!  �Don�t Miss!�

Another �Don�t Miss!� has to be Moose Winooski�s (705-
727-0077) at 407 Bayfield Street.  They offer up huge servings of
Can �eh� dian food and northern hospitality and obviously a good
deal of tongue in cheek attitude.  This is a fun place and the food
really is bigger than the fish that got away.

55 Special (705-722-6633) is a full service, licensed restau-
rant at the corner of Dunlop and Highway 400 in the Cedar Pointe
Plaza.  They specialize in steaks and BBQ ribs and are open daily
for lunch and dinner, closed Sundays.

Another popular eatery is the Crock & Block Restaurant
(705-728-7485) at 325 Bayfield Street.  This is casual dining with
affordably priced steaks, prime rib, lobster, wok stir-fry, finger
food (careful with those choppers!) and a full children�s menu.
They also have an all you can eat Sunday Brunch.

Here�s another unique eatery, perhaps one of the most unique
restaurants you will visit this season: The Around The World,
Move �N� Take Food Experience (705-726-2222) is located at 56
Barrie View Drive.  This is an �open market� restaurant where the
food is prepared right before your eyes and you can sample both

Historic, downtown Barrie along Dunlop Street.
Photo by The City Of Barrie

Barrie has many fine dining establishments, this being
Michael And Marions with Head Chef, Kent Smith.

Photo by The City Of Barrie

Dunlop Street is filled with eclectic shops to explore.
This is the Blue Bottle and as you can see,

they have a lot more than just that!
Photo by The City Of Barrie
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(705-792-1949), a group of Toronto ex-patriots and The South
Simcoe Theatre (705-458-4432) at the Town Hall in Cookstown.
Any of these fine groups could provide you with a great night out
on the town!

But now that you know that Barrie is culturally rich, also know
that it is historically rich as well!  Dunlop Street is really where it
all started as far as modern times are concerned.  But long before
that, what is now called Kempenfelt Bay was the access point to a
portage to the river that lead north and to lake Huron.  The Native
People were long time residents and transients in this area,
followed by the fur traders and of course, the British Army that
followed them.  Then came the lumber barons and the farmers and
eventually, that brought the railroad.  But the railroad passed south
of what was town then, in a place called Allandale and Barrie
nearly missed the train.

Today, Allandale is a section of modern Barrie and if you are
up to the self-guided historical walking tour, you can cruise past
the many buildings in this once almost independent village com-
plete with storefronts and the train station.  If you prefer, you can
take the same type of tour through the oldest section of Barrie down
Dunlop Street and its surrounding neighborhoods including fine
Victorian homes and storefronts.  Why not do both?  Barrie is
building-watcher�s dream with so many old structures of different
kinds, all in one place.  Take the camera!

One word I have to put in here as long as we�re down town, is

shopping!  My wife and daughter had to reload credit cards twice
while in town and barely covered half the venues (the van was
full!).  Not only is the old downtown business district a shopping
Mecca of boutiques and collectibles, but there are several unique
plazas and even malls in the immediate area.  I enjoyed looking at
the old buildings because it was free�

I�m going to end this piece with the end of a perfect day in
Barrie, and one that if you miss, you will regret after reading this.
Take a Barrie Boat Cruise through Midland Tours (705-728-9888
or www.midlandtours.com).  Boats leave the Barrie City Dock on
a regular schedule and they offer a wide range of options from
narrated excursions to brunch and lunch trips, even excursions to
the Casino Rama on the north shore of Lake Simcoe.  But really,
the very, very best is their daily, Sunset/Dinner Cruise with live
entertainment.  The food is wonderful, the pace is relaxing and
sunsets on Kempenfelt Bay are truly breathtaking!  �Don�t Miss!�

Taking Your Leave
I have only given you a taste of Barrie.  There are also a number

of museums in the surrounding area (car required) as well as off
track betting and slots, golf courses, world-class flea markets and
more.  But the point is, while you were rushing to complete the
Trent-Severn Waterway, just so you could say you�ve done it, you
would have missed Barrie altogether.  This place may be off the
beaten path, but that�s all the more reason to enjoy it!

Barrie's Farmer's Market is known throughout the area for having the
biggest and the freshest of Ontario's produce.

Photo by The City Of Barrie

Just one more.
Barrie has a park system that is the envy of most other communities.

This is a great place to visit, to stay a while, and as over 100,000
people have discovered, it's a great place to call home!

Photo by The City Of Barrie
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Fall !?!?
by Don Stockton

    ell, here it is Labor Day and we�re all wondering
just what the heck happened to summer.  Each year, the
summers seem to get shorter and the winters get longer
and colder.  I think that I have finally figured out the cause
of this phenomenon, GREED.  I want my summers long
and warm and my winters short and mild.  Alas, 42°41�N
is probably not the best latitude to make this happen.
Whatever.

On the plus side, the boating season does not have to
end on Labor Day.  Fall cruising can be a most enjoyable
way to extend the season providing that you�re
properly prepared.

Readers of Great Lakes Cruiser know that
the lion�s share of destinations that we report
on have festivals and activities that extend into
the fall months.  Browse the back issues of
GLC and I�m sure that you will find something
that will appeal to you and your family.  If time
is short, a �self guided� color tour can be a nice
family outing.

There are, however, a number of differ-
ences as compared to the typical summer cruise.

First, obviously, is lower temperatures.  A
cold crew is a miserable crew.  Most powerboats
have either an inside control station or full
canvas enclosures.  These are a must in the
Great Lakes area.  A word of warning about the
canvas.  Always leave a portion open so that
you can quickly get on deck to handle lines,
fenders or the anchor.  Approaching a dock is
no time to be unsnapping the canvas to set
some fenders.

On sailboats, a cockpit dodger is surprisingly effec-
tive.  Since the apparent wind is often ahead of the beam,
these little beauties make the cockpit relatively toasty.
Another benefit is that they can be removed and stored
during the warm months when the wind chill factor
makes it feel like it�s only 92°F.

Due to the fact that there is often a large temperature
change throughout the day, it is a good idea to layer
clothing so that, as the day gets warmer, you can peel a
layer off.  For example, you take off your windbreaker to
reveal a handsome Great Lakes Cruiser sweatshirt.  Later,
as the Sun continues to warm up, you remove the sweatshirt

to reveal a handsome Great Lakes Cruiser Tee shirt.
How�s that for a commercial plug?

Although it looks silly, gloves are a great addition
when handling lines.  A wet, cold line can chill you in a
hurry.

If you�re thinking of adding air conditioning to your
vessel, I recommend a reverse cycle unit that can provide
heat as well as cooling.  There are a number of safe boat
heaters available as well.  NEVER use the galley stove to
heat the cabin.  Of all of the side effects of this action, death

seems a pretty good reason to avoid this.
Remember that the water levels will be

lower than they were in the spring.  Some
places that you got into early in the season
might not be accessible in the fall.  It would be
prudent to go to the GLC Links page and access
the water level data so you have a better idea of
what to expect.

One interesting and potentially hazardous
phenomenon of fall cruising is called �sea
smoke.�  Sea smoke is a low-lying fog that is
caused when the water temperature is higher
than the air temperature.  It has little to do with
dew point and, therefore, is not as easily pre-
dictable as regular fog.  It can be a few inches
thick or thick enough to limit your visibility
depending on the temperature difference and
wind speed.  It is usually worst at dawn.
Another side effect is that sea smoke will
�bend� microwaves upward.  You may notice
on your radar that your maximum target acqui-

sition range is slightly shortened.
Keep an eye on the weather.  Although this is some-

thing that we all do regularly, it is especially important
during the fickle fall months.  Weather-only radios are
cheap, available and a good thing to have so that you can
constantly monitor the conditions while using your regular
VHF radio to monitor channel 16.

In short, you have a lot of money invested in your
yacht.  Increase your �return on investment� by enjoying
some fall cruising.

To paraphrase Great Lakes Cruiser�s motto:  Just
Bundle Up And Go.

W
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The Kaplan Fund
C/O Great Lakes Cruiser Magazine

P.O. Box 1722
Royal Oak, MI  48068-1722

The Kaplan Fund is a nonprofit corporation
dedicated to the preservation of the Great Lakes

as a culture, a resource and as a destination.
Please send your nominations and donations to:

Help Keep
The Great Lakes... Great
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© 2003 Great Lakes Cruiser, Ltd.

Name:

Address:

City, State & Zip:

Daytime Phone #:

Card # exp.

Signature:

Make checks payable to Great Lakes Cruiser, Ltd.
Or charge it on your Master Card, Visa, Discover

or American Express Card and mail to:
Great Lakes Cruiser, Ltd.

P. O. Box 1722
Royal Oak, MI  48068-1722

It�s Here!
Now, you can have every issue of Great Lakes Cruiser

since June, 2000 all on one CD!  Every issue is complete, cover
to cover, many are in color and all are listed on a searchable,
hyperlinked index.  Simply search for your harbor, click on the
issue and read, or even print, the full story.  The disk is updated
monthly, so no matter when you buy it, it contains even the
most recent issue!

Current
Issue

$24.95*
Just

ea
*Includes shipping & handling to North America.

MI residents please add 6% sales tax.

Happy Halloween!
Bruce Jenvey Spirits Us To A

Ghostly Tour Of
Niagara-On-The-

Lake
J.K. Bruce Haunts The

Seul Choix
Lighthouse

Ken Miller Explores
Tobermory

Dennis Boese Takes Us To
Sister Bay

And
Al Cavasin Anchors Out In

Little Lake
Plus

Brandy�s Tavern
Don Stockton

And More!

Buy A Disk!
Support The GLC Disk Drive!
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Tell �em You�re A Cruiser!
It�s The Only Shirt You Can Buy That Tells Them

You Know Where You�re Going!

Shipping &
Handling $3.75

Sub-Total:

MI Residents Add
6% Sales Tax

Total:
U.S. Funds

Sweat Shirt
T-Shirt S  M  L  XL  2XL  3XL

Ship To:
Name

Address

City, State & Zip

Daytime Phone #:

Card#: exp. Signature:

$24.95

$12.95

S  M  L  XL  2XL  3XL

Hats

$8.95
T-Shirts

$12.95
Sweat Shirts

$24.95

Color

Hats $8.95(One Size Fits All)

T-Shirts are a 50/50 cotton & polyester blend with a crew neck.  Sweat
Shirts are a heavyweight, 9-oz 50/50 blend with crew neck and ribbed collar
and cuffs.  Both are available in S, M, L, XL, XXL & XXXL at no extra charge.
Choice of colors include Blue, White, Khaki, Green, Red, Teal and more.  Hats
are adjustable and in similar colors.  Please include $3.75 shipping and
handling per order.  Michigan residents add 6% sales tax.  You can order your
shirts by mail: P.O. Box 1722, Royal Oak, MI  48068 or by phone with your
credit card.

Make check payable in U.S. Funds to Great Lakes Cruiser, Ltd or charge it to your credit card.
Mail to: Cruiser-Wear � C/O Great Lakes Cruiser � P.O. Box 1722 � Royal Oak, Michigan  48068-1722

Or phone:: 248-545-5999 � Fax: 248-545-6992 � Please allow six weeks for delivery
Use additional paper if needed to make your order clear and complete.

Circle Your Size Ea. TotalQuan.Item
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Parting Shots
Not many issues do we get to begin and end with a

Lake Superior sunset!  This one is of the
Superior Entrance Lighthouse in Superior, Wisconsin.

Photo by Superior-Douglas Tourism


